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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>3186-3631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>3632-3743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>3744-3849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>3850-3927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>3928-4010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>4011-4042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>4043-4265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>4266-4428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class - 43</td>
<td>4429-4562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class - 44</td>
<td>4563-4631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class - 45</td>
<td>4632-4695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बहुवर्ग / MultiClass</td>
<td>4696-4826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION MARK</td>
<td>4827-4872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORRIGENDA</td>
<td>4873-4876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENEWAL</td>
<td>4877-4899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTIFICATION</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST REGISTRATIONS</td>
<td>4901-4914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVED DETAILS</td>
<td>4915-4916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGISTRATION DETAILS</td>
<td>4917-4948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTICE</td>
<td>4949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax: 22-24140808.

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 061. Tel: 079-26580567/26587193. Fax: 079-26586763

Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

New Delhi: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at New Delhi Boudhik sampada bhavav, plot no. 32, sector 14, dwarka, New Delhi-110 075.


Chennai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Chennai, Intellectual Property Rights bldg., Industrial Estate SIDCO RMD, Godown Area G.S.T Road, guindy, Chennai-600 032.

Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondichery and Lakshadweep Island.

Trade Marks Journal

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50,
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

Preliminary Advice by Registrar as to Distinctiveness

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

Associated Marks

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-

Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

- Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.
- Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS PUBLISHED IN THIS JOURNAL IS INDICATED BELOW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF OFFICE</th>
<th>TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMR, MUMBAI</td>
<td>1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, AHMEDABAD</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, KOLKATA</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, DELHI</td>
<td>1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, CHENNAI</td>
<td>1032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION DEVISION</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>4838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOOTNOTE

Examination Reports of application can be viewed by logging on to Application Status in IPO website (www.ipindia.nic.in) and clicking on View Examination Report.
DUNLOP

1548437    11/04/2007
INDIA TYRE & RUBBER COMPANY (INDIA) LTD.
BERGER OFFICE, 5TH FLOOR, 129, PARK STREET, KOLKATA - 700017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY AS WELL AS AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND
FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY, CEMENT
FOR PNEUMATIC TYRES, CHEMICAL INTENSIFIERS FOR RUBBER.
INDIA TYRE & RUBBER COMPANY (INDIA) LTD.
BERGER OFFICE, 5TH FLOOR, 129, PARK STREET, KOLKATA - 700017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY AS WELL AS AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY, CEMENT FOR PNEUMATIC TYRES, CHEMICAL INTENSIFIERS FOR RUBBER.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF ARROW EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL.
2136089  27/04/2011
SUGUNAN.P.M

trading as : MEDILISE CHEMICALS

XI-120 A, VANKULATHUVAYAL, P.O.AZHEKODE, KANNUR-670009, KANNUR DISTRICT, KERALA. 
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002. 
KERALA, INDIA.

Used Since : 01/01/2001

CHENNAI

CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, CHEMICAL REAGENTS, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR 
ANALYSES IN LABORATORIES, INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS. INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
RISE

2141855  10/05/2011
SYMBIOSIS AGRO MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SYMBIOSIS AGRO MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
NO.1195, 26TH MAIN, 5TH BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560069, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO
12-10-651/3. ROAD.NO.2. INDIRA NAGAR, WARASIGUDA, SECUNDERABAD - 500 061(A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2009

CHENNAI
BIO PRODUCTS (AGRICULTURE), GROWTH PROMOTERS, MICRO NUTRIENT SUPPLEMENTS, FERTILIZERS, AMINO
ACID SUPPLEMENTS AND MANURES.
CHEMINOVA INDIA LIMITED
KESHAVA, 7TH FLOOR, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY AND RELATED AGROCHEMICAL ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-1
2333901 18/05/2012
RANI DEVELOPERS (AGROTECH) INDIA PVT. LTD
ROYAL CAMPUS OPP GATE NO 8 VIDHA SABHA HAZRATGANJ LUCKNOW
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/01/2011

DELHI
ORGANIC FERTILIZERS, MICRONUTRIENTS, BIOFERTILIZERS, MANURES, ZINCSULPHATE HEPTAHYDRATE, ZINC SULPHATE MONOHYDRATE
2350182  19/06/2012
ANANT D. TEPALE
trading as MANJARA BIO CHEM INDUSTRIES
SURVEY NO-773, MALEWADI ROAD, DIGHOL, TAL-JAMKHED, DIST-AHMEDNAGAR -413204
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDESHALHAT
B-6, SONANI NAGAR,NEAR PENINSULA HOTEL, SAKINAK, MUMBAI-72
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
GROWTH PROMOTOR, PLANT NUTRITIONS, ROOT DEVELOPER, HUMIC ACID SOLD AS AN INGREDIENT OF FERTILIZER
AND SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS USED IN AGRICULTURE FIELD
2388429    03/09/2012
MR. DINESH CHAND JAIN
trading as ;UDIT CHEMICAL
UDIT CHEMICALS, SHIV COLONY, NEAR MANDAWARA RAILWAY PHATAK, HINDAUN CITY, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :13/09/2010
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS USED IN LABORATORY AND INDUSTRY UNDER CLASS-1.
2392343  07/09/2012
SHENGHUA GROUP DEQING SANFENG CHEMICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
trading as ;SHENGHUA GROUP DEQING SANFENG CHEMICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
ZHONGGUAN TOWN, DEQING COUNTY, ZHEJIANG PROVINCE, P.R.CHINA.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A company incorporated under the Law of P.R. China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Cement preservatives, except paints and oils; Ferric oxide; ferroferric oxide; chromic chloride; iron salts; titanium dioxide for industrial purposes; enamel-staining chemicals; Color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; foodstuffs; Concrete (Agglutinants for -).
2400022   21/09/2012

MRS. ASHABEN SURYAKANT PATEL
Mrs. Savitaben Madhavlal Patel
Mrs.Kokilaben Mukeshbhai Patel,
Mrs. Karishmaben Krushnakant Patel
Mrs, Sarojben RajeshBhai Patel( Devilaben Kanubhai Patel
Mrs.Meenaben Mukeshbhai Prajapati
Mrs. Mitaben Natvarbhai Patel
Mrs. Kantaben Rameshbhai Choudhari,
Mrs. Ushaben Tulsibhai Patel( 

trading as :LIVESTOCK PHARMA

02, SANKALP MALL, NR. G.I.D.C, BUS STOP, AMBAJI HIGHWAY , TAL: VISNAGAR-384315, DIST: MEHSANA, Gujarat / India
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/01/2012

AHMEDABAD

ORGANIC SOIL FERTILIZER INCLUDED IN CLASS-1.
2400023  21/09/2012
MRS. ASHABEN SURYAKANT PATEL
Mrs. Savitaben Madhavlal Patel
Mrs.Kokilaben Mukeshbhai Patel,
Mrs. Karishmaben Krushnakant Patel
Mrs, Sarojben RajeshBhai Patel
Devilaben Kanubhai Patel
Mrs.Meenaben Mukeshbhai Prajapati
Mrs. Mitaben Natvarbhai Patel
Mrs. Kantaben Rameshbhai Choudhari,
Mrs. Ushaben Tulsibhai Patel (trading as; LIVESTOCK PHARMA
02, SANKALP MALL, NR. G.I.D.C, BUS STOP, AMBAJI HIGHWAY , TAL: VISNAGAR-384315, DIST: MEHSANA, Gujarat / India
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/01/2012
AHMEDABAD
ORGANIC SOIL FERTILIZER INCLUDED IN CLASS-1.
2408912  10/10/2012
KISHORBHAI T. DHOLARIA
Subhash T. Dholari
trading as ;SOLAR CROP SCIENCE
Plot No. G/1092 Road, 1-C, Kishan Gate, Lodhika, G.I.D.C., Kalawad Road, Metoda, Dist:Rajkot. Gujarat-India.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & Co.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :30/12/2009
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES, HORTICULTURE, FERTILIZERS, MANURES, BIO-ORGANIC HERBAL PRODUCTS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE,
FUNGICIDES, WEED KILLERS, HERBICIDES AND BIO-FERTILIZERS INCLUDED IN CLASS-01.
ELLA-MAP

2543696  05/06/2013

ADAMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : ADAMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

PLOT NO. DS-13, IKP KNOWLEDGE PARK, SY.NO. 542/2, GENOME VALLEY, TURKAPALLY, SHAMEERPET, RANGA REDDY DISTRICT, HYDERABAD-500078, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CHEMICALS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, FERTILIZERS, PLANT GROWTH REFULATORS
EMUNAH - K
2552188 21/06/2013
MAKHTESHIM AGAN INDIA PVT. LTD
trading as : MAKHTESHIM AGAN INDIA PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. DS-13, IKP KNOWLEDGE SY.NO. 542/2, GENOME VALLEY, TURKAPALLY, SHAMEERPET, RANGA REDDY DISTRICT, HYDERABAD - 500078, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, FERTILIZERS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATIONS
NEMO MZ
2606748 04/10/2013
VERDESIAN LIFE SCIENCES, LLC
1001 WINSTEAD DRIVE, SUITE 480, CARY, NORTH CAROLINA 27513 USA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since 30/09/2013
DELHI
CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE; MANURES; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES TO INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES; AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, EXCEPT FUNGICIDES, WEEDKILLERS, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES; FERTILIZERS; FERTILIZING PREPARATIONS; PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS; PLANT NUTRIENTS; PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS.
2703974   24/03/2014
INTERNATIONAL PANAACEA LIMITED
E - 34, SECOND FLOOR, CONNOUHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
BIO-FERTILISERS
3075083  12/10/2015
BIOSTADT INDIA LIMITED
POONAM CHAMBERS, 602-A, A WING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN AGRICULTURE AS PLANT GROWTH STIMULANT
UALpc-04
3095872  06/11/2015
UAS LABORATORIES, LLC.
555 N 72nd AVE WAUSAU WISCONSIN 54401 USA
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3095867, 3095868, 3095869, 3095870, 3095871

DELHI
Microbes for use in probiotic formulations
UALp-05

3095873  06/11/2015

UAS LABORATORIES, LLC.
555 N 72nd AVE WAUSAU WISCONSIN 54401 USA

Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3095867, 3095868, 3095869, 3095870, 3095871, 3095872

DELHI

Microbes for use in probiotic formulations
UAS St-09

3095877  06/11/2015

UAS LABORATORIES, LLC.
555 N 72nd AVE WAUSAU WISCONSIN 54401 USA

Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Microbes for use in probiotic formulations
UABla-23

3095881  06/11/2015  
UAS LABORATORIES, LLC.  
555 N 72nd AVE WAUSAU WISCONSIN 54401 USA  
Manufacturers and Merchants  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
MANISHA SINGH NAIR  
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI  
110001  
Proposed to be Used  
To be associated with:  
3095861, 3095862, 3095863, 3095864, 3095865, 3095866, 3095879, 3095880  
DELHI  
Microbes for use in probiotic formulations
3129183  16/12/2015
GROBEST FEEDS CORPORATION (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
trading as : Grobest Feeds Corporation (India) Pvt. Ltd.
New No. 26, (Old No.38/1), Nowroji Road, Chetpet, Chennai - 600 031
Manufacturer & Merchant
Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since : 01/08/2015
To be associated with:
998299

CHENNAI
Preservatives for food stuffs, manures, alkalies, refrigerant, decolourants, water purifying chemicals, water softening preparations
3145782    30/12/2015
HYDERABAD INTEGRATED MSW LIMITED
trading as ;HYDERABAD INTEGRATED MSW LIMITED
13th Floor, Ramky Grandiose, Ramky Towers Complex, Opp. Rolling Hills, Anjaiah Nagar, Hyderabad-500032, Telangana, India
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, Flat 201, Sairam Residency, Plot No. 116, 117 & 118, Alkapoor Township, Puppalaguda, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-89.

Used Since: 30/12/2015

To be associated with:
3145780, 3145781

CHENNAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
3145783  30/12/2015
HYDERABAD INTEGRATED MSW LIMITED
trading as : HYDERABAD INTEGRATED MSW LIMITED
13th Floor, Ramky Grandiose, Ramky Towers Complex, Opp. Rolling Hills, Anjaiah Nagar, Hyderabad-500032, Telangana, India
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, Flat 201, Sairam Residency, Plot No. 116, 117 & 118, Alkapoor Township, Puppalaguda, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-89.
Used Since : 30/12/2015
To be associated with: 3145780, 3145781, 3145782
CHENNAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
AQUACONC
3151214  04/01/2016
M/S C & E LIMITED
trading as ;M/s C & E Limited
Plot No. 1, Industrial Area, Phase-II, Panchkula, Haryana
Manufacturers
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
# 404, GH-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, tanning substances; adhesive used in industry, pigment for leather industries.
3157622    13/01/2016
G - VIN PRODUCTS LTD
206, RAJPATH AVENUE, OPP. TAPOVAN SCHOOL 150 - FEET RING ROAD, RAJKOT - 360004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 31/10/2014

AHMEDABAD

FERTILIZER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
G - VIN PRODUCTS LTD
206, RAJPATH AVENUE, OPP. TAPOVAN SCHOOL 150 - FEET RING ROAD, RAJKOT - 360004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 31/10/2014
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
CLEANERS THINNER

3167741  25/01/2016
SANJAY ARJUN KATHARE.
BUILDING 89, GROUND FLOOR, ROAD NO.3, HINDU COLONY, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400014.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since: 05/02/2013
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, CONSTRUCTION, SPACE, HOUSEHOLD AND FORESTRY; FOR METAL, METAL PARTS, POLYMER, PLASTIC, GLASS, FLOOR, ELECTRONIC ITEMS, ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, WOOD, STONE ARTICLES, CERAMIC ARTICLES, PAINTINGS, ART WORKS, LEATHER, REXINS, PLASTIC, POLYMER SHEETS, ETC; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
TOTKA
3169539  28/01/2016
REIDEL (INDIA) CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
KISHANGAJ HAPUR, 245 101, U. P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)
Used Since: 01/01/2016
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY & ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS-1
FEVICOL TUFF
3170953  28/01/2016
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
352741, 384371, 601741, 691330, 694300, 705474, 705475, 1054586, 1109863
MUMBAI
Synthetic resins; unprocessed artificial resins; adhesives; starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; adhesive preparations for surgical bandages; adhesives for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives], other than for stationery or household purposes; glue for industrial purposes; leather glues; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes; chemicals used in industry
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.691330,694300.
TODAY’S GLOBAL CROP PROTECTION

3175642  03/02/2016
HARMEET SINGH MALHOTRA
DIVYANG AGGARWAL
TEJINDER SINGH
SUDHANSHU SHEKHAR AGGARWAL
trading as ;TODAY’S GLOBAL CROP PROTECTION
SHOP NO. 32-33, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH MARKET, OPP. JAGRAON BRIDGE, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :19/10/2015
DELHI
Natural Organic Manure Mixture; Artificial Manure, Fertilizers & Chemical Products used in Agriculture, Horticulture & Forestry; Agriculture & Horticulture Inoculants; Biofertilizers, Biozymes, Micro Nutrients, Fertilizer Substances; Soil Conditioning Preparations; Plant Growth Promoting Substances & Organisms including, Urea Coating Agents.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3176278   03/02/2016

E.I.D PARRY (INDIA) LTD.
Bio-Products Division, 234, NSC Bose Road, Chennai-600001
Manufacturer
A company incorporated under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEETAL VOHRA
B-6/10, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi - 110 029

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Biostimulant being plant growth promoter
Harita Siri
3185143  12/02/2016
RAJASEKAR CHAMARTHI
House No. 7, Flat # 201, 11th Cross, 13th Main, CQAL Layout, Sahakara Nagar, Bangalore - 560092, Karnataka, Landmark: Dodda Ganesha Temple.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :11/02/2016
CHENNAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; Fertilizers and manures, Plant nutrients, Plant growth regulating preparations, Catalysts for chemical and biochemical processes; Biochemicals, namely, polynucleotides for in vitro and in vivo scientific and research purposes.
TYLOPUR
3185189  12/02/2016
SE TYLOSE GMBH & CO. KG
Industriepark Kalle-Albert, Rheingaustrasse 190-196, 65203 Wiesbaden, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since : 31/08/2011
DELHI
Cellulose ethers as additives for foodstuffs, in particular as emulsifiers, gelling agents, stabilizers or thickeners
PAN ASIA
3185482  15/02/2016
MANOJ KUMAR B.
trading as ;M. G. KITCHENWARE
# 154/1, 1ST FLOOR, 8TH CROSS, 4TH MAIN, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1999

CHENNAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY BEING INCLUDED
3185846  15/02/2016
WOLFRAM METCHEM PVT LTD
trading as ;WOLFRAM METCHEM PVT LTD
43-B,HAZRA ROAD,BALLYGUNGE,KOLKATA-700 019,W.B.,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAS & ASSOCIATES
56/6,THAKUR RAMKRISHNA LANE,HOWRAH 711 104,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Used Since :31/10/2014
KOLKATA
MANGANESE OXIDE, COBALT CHLORIDE, TUNGSTEN OXIDE AND ZINK OXIDE INCLUDED IN CLASS- 01,
3187332  16/02/2016
M/S.MAFASHLALS ENTERPRISES AND SOLUTIONS
Mr. ABDUL MASOOD
Mr. ABDUL ARSHAD
trading as ;M/s.MAFASHLALS ENTERPRISES AND SOLUTIONS
SHOP NO. 5, GROUND FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 5 AND 4/2, PLOT NO. 141, 142 AND 143, PEERZADIGUDA, GHATKESAR, RANGAREDDY 500088, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Manufacturing and Trading
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :09/02/2016
CHENNAI
EARTHING COMPOUNDS;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016 Class 1

3189245    18/02/2016

JATIN DHAWAN
trading as ;DHAWAN ENTERPRISES
H. NO. 8297, ST. NO. 16, OPP. LUCKY MOTOR WORKSHOP, DURGAPURI, HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/02/2016

DELHI

Scratch removing Compounds & Compositions & Scratch Removing Pens all being Chemical products included in class-1.
3189284 19/02/2016
NATURE CARE FERTILIZERS PRIVATE LIMITED
224, HARALE MALA NEAR RELIANCE PETROL PUMP, KARAD ROAD, AT POST VITA, DISTRICT-SANGLI-415311,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHAARASHTRA
STATE, INDIA
Used Since: 01/04/2015
MUMBAI
FERTILIZERS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, NATURAL ORGANIC MANURE AND
FERTILIZER, FERTILIZING PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
3193106  23/02/2016
LIER CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
ECONOMIC & TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF MIANyang CITY, SICHUAN PROVINCE, P. R. CHINA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALKALOIDS; WATER PURIFYING CHEMICALS; INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS; AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, EXCEPT FUNGICIDES, WEEDKILLERS, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES; HORTICULTURE CHEMICALS, EXCEPT FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES; CHEMICALS FOR FORESTRY, EXCEPT FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, HERBICIDES AND PARASITICIDES; SYNTHETIC RESINS, UNPROCESSED; FERTILIZERS; HORMONES FOR HASTENING THE RIPENING OF FRUIT; ADHESIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.
3195891 26/02/2016
MISS. LEENA RAJE
MRS. NEHA RAJE-VAIDYA
ANIKET MALSHE
MRS. MRINALINI MALSHE
trading as ;NICHEM SOLUTIONS
PLOT NO. A-387, ROAD NO.28 RAMNAGAR, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE WEST-400 604.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :24/12/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS OF CHEMICALS FOR USE IN PESTICIDES, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES TO INSECTICIDES, CHEMICAL FOR USE IN HERBICIDES
SEE HONG
3196309    25/02/2016
PALL SINGH GULATI
43-B, KHANDARI ROAD, AGRA 282002, UTTAR PRADESH
Manufacturer and Merchant
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
O.P. SHARMA BROTHERS
236 CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, DELHI 110 006, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/11/2015
DELHI
CASTING POWDER & CHEMICAL USED FOR MOULD CASTING
MS. GURWINDER KAUR  
trading as ;AHLUWALIA & COMPANY  
#20866-A, Street No. 19, Ajit Road, Bathinda-151001. (Punjab)  
Merchant & Manufacturers  
proprietorship  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
BASSI & ASSOCIATES  
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1  
Used Since :20/02/2016  
DELHI  
Chemicals & Adhesives for use in Industry.
SANJAY GOEL, trading as AGRO CARE
K-3299, SHASTRI NAGAR, MEERUT
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).

Used Since: 01/04/2001

DELHI

CHEMICALS FOR AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY.
MANAV RACHNA

3203651  07/03/2016
MANAV RACHNA VIDYANTARIKSHA PVT. LTD.
OFFICE-5-E-1A, B.P., NIT, FARIDABAD
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2166881

DELI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
3206262 10/03/2016  
RANJIT KESHAVRAO MOGAL
16, SILVER PARK, GANESH NAGAR, KATHE GALLI, DWARKA, NASIK-422001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :22/02/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF CHEMICALS USED IN THE AGRICULTURE AND PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS
3208898 14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA.
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX,BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI- 400 051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/09/2015
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 24/09/2010

MUMBAI

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
CLEANWAY

3209499   14/03/2016
MANISHA AGARWAL
trading as : PRATEEK ENTERPRISES
57, SHYAMGANJ, BAREILLY, UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/02/2016
DELHI
NAPHTHALENE BALLS
3209946  14/03/2016
TEO STOCK INC
trading as ; TEO STOCK INC
1385 CORALWAY PH403 MIAMI, FL US 33145
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the MIAMI
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fire retardants; synthetic resins, unprocessed; plasticizers; artificial resins, unprocessed; plastics, unprocessed; sizing preparations; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; fire extinguishing compositions; graphite for industrial purposes; chemical intensifiers for rubber; kaolin; adhesives for industrial purposes; catalysts; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for industrial purposes; rubber preservatives; acetone; surface-active chemical agents; vulcanisation accelerators; dispersions of plastics; titanium dioxide for industrial purposes
3209947  14/03/2016
TEO STOCK INC
trading as TEO STOCK INC
1385 CORAL WAY PH403 MIAMI,FL,US 33145
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the MIAMI
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fire retardants; synthetic resins, unprocessed; plasticizers; artificial resins, unprocessed; plastics, unprocessed; sizing preparations; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; fire extinguishing compositions; graphite for industrial purposes; chemical intensifiers for rubber; kaolin; adhesives for industrial purposes; catalysts; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for industrial purposes; rubber preservatives; acetone; surface-active chemical agents; vulcanisation accelerators; dispersions of plastics; titanium dioxide for industrial purposes
3210484  15/03/2016
PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWALA
AMIT MOUR
SANJAY KHETAWAT
SHIWAJI PD JAISWAL
PAWAN KUMAR AGARWALA
GANESH SHARMA
trading as ;SHREE BHAWANI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE: KOKJHAR, P.O. & P.S. PALASBARI, MIRZA, DIST. KAMRUP, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MANDOV1 APPARTMENT, 1ST FLOOR, 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, OPP. RABINDRA BHAWAN, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781 003, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURES; FORE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING & SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY Falling under Class 01.
3210900    15/03/2016
HIMEDIA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
23, VADHANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, L.B.S. MARG, GHATKOPAR (W), MUMBAI- 400 086.
MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS/ CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE HEALTH, MEDICAL, VETERINARY, AGRI-FOOD, COSMETIC, PHARMACEUTICAL, AND CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND THE HEALTH, MEDICAL, VETERINARY, AGRI-FOOD, COSMETIC, PHARMACEUTICAL, AND CHEMICAL SCIENCES, NAMELY ELECTROLYTES, ENZYMES, PEPTONES AND SUBSTRATES; CALIBRATION STANDARDS; AND ASSAYED AND UNASSAYED SERUM CONTROLS, FOR THE CONTROL AND DETECTION OF CONTAMINANTS IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS, AGRO-FOODSTUFFS, COSMETICS, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
3211624       16/03/2016

SUMAN LATA
BEHIND BHARAT GAS GODOWN GARH ROAD, JAROTHI ROAD HAPUR 245101 U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

ADHESIVE INCLUDED IN CLASS-01
VURJUR

3211626  16/03/2016
SUMAN LATA
BEHIND BHARAT GAS GODOWN GARH ROAD, JAROTHI ROAD HAPUR 245101 U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ADHESIVE INCLUDED IN CLASS-01
3212211  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1492706
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212212  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1492753
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212213  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212214  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212215   17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212216  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1492744, 1492745, 1492747
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212217  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212218   17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1492707
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212219 17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1492708, 1492713
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212220  17/03/2016
VISWAAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
VISWAAT 7, SATSANG COMPLEX, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, L.S. RAHEJA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097.
MANUFACTURING
A LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIES
3212541  17/03/2016
VIJAY LAXMICHAND SHAH
trading as ;RATANSHI AGRO- HORTITECH
175, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, OPP. B.Y.CULLA RLY. STATION (EAST), MUMBAI-400027
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)-400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :27/02/2016
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, FERTILIZERS AND MANURES,
ORGANIC PLANT FOOD.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SPREADSIL

3213016   16/03/2016
DOW INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
2030 Dow Center, Midland, Michigan 48674, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals used in agriculture; adjuvants
ELEVANT FASHION FIBER CHEMICALS LTD.
trading as ; ELEGANT FASHION FIBER CHEMICALS LTD.
75B, CHRISTOPHER ROAD, KOLKATA 700046
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Used Since : 22/05/2004
To be associated with:
1598995
KOLKATA
CHEMICAL USED, HUMIC ACID, ORGANIC LIQUID FERTILIZER, HUMIC ACID ORGANIC LIQUID FERTILIZER FOR SOIL,
SEAWEED ORGANIC FERTILLIZER, AMINO ACID ORGANIC LIQUID FERTILIZER, MAXIM, FA COMBINATION, THUNDER,
GRAND, ULTRA, BOND, SUPER GOLD, FORCE, WATER CLEANER.
SHEENLAC INSPIRE CREATIVITY

3214753   19/03/2016

SPHINAX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
OLD NO. 109B, NEW NO. 124, DEVELOPED PLOTS, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI-600 098, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2018654, 2231800

CHENNAI
SUBSTANCES FOR REMOVING POLISH; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS; BRICKWORK PRESERVATIVES, CEMENT-WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS, CEMENT PRESERVATIVES, CONCRETE PRESERVATIVES, DAMP PROOFING PREPARATIONS, MASONRY PRESERVATIVES, PRESERVATIVES FOR TILES (EXCEPT PAINTS AND OILS)
SELECTIVE MINERALS AND COLOUR INDS.PVT.LTD.
403, VINAYAK CHAMBERS, 4TH FLOOR, 4TH ROAD, KHAR (W), MUMBAI-400 052.
Manufacturers and Merchants
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001
Used Since: 01/01/1993

MUMBAI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry.
3220121  27/03/2016
M/S NATURAL COLLOIDS
ANIL DAGA
SMT. SANGEETA SABOO
95, Umaid Heritage, Ratanada, JODHPUR, Rajasthan State, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMANT KHATRI
11, NIMBEDA HOUSE MANDORE ROAD PAOTA, JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN) - 342 010.
Used Since :03/06/2014

AHMEDABAD
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry
1538076  08/03/2007
J K SURFACE COATINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
NEEL SIDDHI ENCLAVE COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, PLOT NO. 48/9, SECTOR-14, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400 703.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, PRIMERS, THINNERS, HARDENERS, SOLVENTS, RESINS AND ALL TYPES OF ESPECIALLY CORROSION RESISTANT COATING CHEMICLAS; FALLING IN CLASS 2.
ASIANGYPSUM

1596782  31/08/2007

ANIL KHOSLA

trading as ; NATIONAL PLASTER INDUSTRIES

C-25, MAIN SHOPPING CENTRE, VASANT VIHAR, N. DELHI.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.

Used Since :01/04/1995

DELHI

PAINTS, VARNISERVATIVES AGAINST RUST, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, GYPSUM, PUTTY, PLASTER OF PARIS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
1877894  29/10/2009
DURGA COLOUR & CHEM PVT.LTD.
trading as ;DURGA COLOUR & CHEM PVT.LTD.
19 SYNAGOGUE STREET, 5TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.509, KOLKATA 700001.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :22/07/2007
KOLKATA
SYNTHETIC ENAMEL FOR PAINTS & VARNISES
2316575  17/04/2012
FEROZE ROZARIO
DOMINIC SANTOS
MARYANN ROZARIO
trading as ;CHATELIER INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES
F-C2, SRI SAI RAJ APARTMENTS, INDIAN AIRLINES COLONY, TRIMULGHERRY, SECUNDERABAD-500015.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/03/2012

CHENNAI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISHES, ENAMELS FOR PAINTING, FIREPROOF PAINTS, GLAZER, CERAMIC PAINTS,
COATINGS, COLORANTS, THINNERS.
2331004    14/05/2012
RAMAVTAAR GOEL
trading as ;DURGA PAINTS & CHEMICALS
DEVI MANDIR COMPUND DWARKA PURI JASSIPURA GHAZIABAD UP
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :19/04/1998
DELHI
PAINTS, PAINTS MATERIALS, VARNISHES, ADHESIVES, CHEMICALS
2331005  14/05/2012
RAMAVTAAR GOEL
trading as :DURGA PAINTS & CHEMICALS
DEVI MANDIR COMPUND DWARKA PURI JASSIPURA GHAZIABAD UP
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :19/04/1998
DELHI
PAINTS, PAINTS MATERIALS, VARNISHES, ADHESIVES, CHEMICALS
2428820  16/11/2012
KAMAL SAINI
trading as ;PRIMER, CEMENT BASED WALL PUTTY, WALL PUTTY DISTEMPER (WATER PAINT), WATER BASED ACRYLIC PAINTS
30,KAKUNDYA,BOYTAWALA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
PRIMER, CEMENT BASED WALL PUTTY, WALL PUTTY DISTEMPER (WATER PAINT), WATER BASED ACRYLIC PAINTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
51/346, SECTOR 5, PRATAP NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
PRIMER, CEMENT BASED WALL PUTTY, WALL PUTTY DISTEMPER (WATER PAINT), WATER BASED ACRYLIC PAINTS.
2689482  28/02/2014
ATUL AUTOMATION (P) LTD.
trading as :ATUL AUTOMATION (P) LTD.
8, BENTINCK STREET, TAHER MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA-700 001, WEST BENGAL.
TRADERS
A CO. INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since: 10/06/2012
KOLKATA
Toner (ink) for photocopiers, Toner Cartridges filled for printers and photocopiers being included in class-02.
2871652  30/12/2014
NASEEM SADIQALI SIDDIQUE
trading as ;SABINA ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO.11/12/13, BUILDING NO.8, SAMHITA COMPLEX, NER SAKINAKA TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, KURLA ANDHERI ROAD, MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2000
MUMBAI
DYES FOR USE IN PLASTICS, PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
2979413 05/06/2015
SATISH CHANDRA GUPTA
SHAILESH GUPTA
AKHILESH GUPTA
trading as SHINO CHEMICALS
69/156, DAANA KHORI KANPUR 208001, UP
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since :18/04/2012
To be associated with:
2979409
DELHI
THINNERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
3022035  31/07/2015
NEELIMA W/O. AJAY KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. OM SAI PAINTS
HOUSE NO. 38A KHASRA NO. 18121 GROUND FLOOR, VILLAGE BADLI, DELHI 110042
Manufacturing and Trading
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Used Since : 08/07/2015
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3100414 18/11/2015
ZHEJIANG YUTAI HITECH CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
1/F, NORTH GATE, NO. 1419 RENMIN EAST ROAD, SHAOXING, ZHEJIANG, P.R. CHINA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ANILINE DYES; DYES; MORDANTS FOR LEATHER; COATINGS [PAINTS]; WOOD STAINS; INK [TONER] FOR
PHOTOCOPIERS; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS; MASTIC [NATURAL RESIN]; PRINTING COMPOSITIONS [INK];
TONER CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPIERS.
3142683    30/12/2015
BALKISHAN LAXMINARAYAN AGRAWAL
RAJ BALKISHAN AGRAWAL
trading as ;LMB COATINGS
SINHAL BROTHERS COMPOUND, OPP KOZY HOTEL, RANIPUR PATIA, NAROL AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDO OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
2, TIRTHNAGAR SOCEITY, VIBHAG-1, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 061.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, PUTTY, VARNISHES AND LACQUERS, PIGMENTS, ANTI-RUST GREASES, ANTI-CORROSION AGENTS, RUST PROTECTING OILS, LAMP BLACK (DYE), SANDARAC, SHELLAC, SILVER PASTE, SILVER POWDER (FOR SILVER- PLATING), SUMAC FOR VAMISHES AND LACQUERS, TURPENTINE (PAINT THINNER), COATINGS (PAINTS), UNDERCOATING FOR VEHICLE CHASSIS, THINNERS FOR LACQUERS.
3150762  04/01/2016
RIMS MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as : RIMS MARKETING PVT. LTD.
57, 1st Floor, Furniture Block, Kirti Nagar, New Delhi-110015, Delhi, India.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AARYAVARTT
102, 1st Floor, Alliance Tower-II, Savita Vihar, Delhi-110092, India.
Used Since: 08/05/2013
DELHI
Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Wood preservative.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
Daulatram
3156406  11/01/2016
DAULAT RAM ENGINEERING SERVICES PVT. LTD.
Khasra No. 10/2 N. H. 12, Village Simrai Mandideep, Madhya Pradesh - 464993
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
APAR Paints

3163501  19/01/2016
APAR CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
trading as ;APAR CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
APAR HOUSE, CORPORATE PARK, SION-TROMBAY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists."
Salasar

3172417  30/01/2016
RITESH KUMAR SINGHAL
trading as :Jayshree Industry
Vill - Gersa, Tahsil - Dharamjaigarh, Dist - Raigarh, Chhattisgarh - 496116.
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
3174176   02/02/2016
M.V. SHOE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-152, SARVODYA ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110017.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
STAINS, MORDANTS, DYSES, PIGMENTS AND INKS FOR FOOTWEAR AND LEATHER GOODS; PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
CHEMILITE COATINGS PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;CHEMILITE COATINGS PVT. LTD.,
CHATHIYARA, THAMARAKKULAM P.O., ALAPPUZHA - 690 530, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARCMEDIUS
G-340, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, KOCHI 682 036, KERALA
Used Since :15/01/2016
To be associated with:
2914163
CHENNAI
PAINTS, ENAMELS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS
DURA QUICK
3180017  09/02/2016
RAJ KUMAR GOYAL
NITIN GUPTA
trading as ;RPN CHEM INDUSTRIES
JHINGNA ROAD, CHANALLON, KURALI (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
RPN PLUS

3180019  09/02/2016
RAJ KUMAR GOYAL
NITIN GUPTA
trading as ;RPN CHEM INDUSTRIES
JHINGNA ROAD, CHANALLON, KURALI (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW/ NATURAL RESINS; NNETALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
PAN ASIA
3185483  15/02/2016
MANOJ KUMAR B.
trading as ;M. G. KITCHENWARE
# 154/1, 1ST FLOOR, 8TH CROSS, 4TH MAIN, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1999

CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3190521  20/02/2016
RAJIV VINODRAI SHAH
trading as ;M/S. RAJIV CERA IMPEX
KUKDA PRESS GIN, B/H. MEHTA MARKET, SURENDRANAGAR - 363001, GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/05/1999

AHMEDABAD
COLORANTS FOR USE IN CERAMIC INDUSTRY, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND
AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL, RESINS METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTIS, METALS IN
FOILS, POWDER FROM PAINTERS AND DECORATORS AND ENAMELS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 02.
AMARDEEP SINGH
trading as ;HYDROSEAL - MULTIPURPOSE WATERPROOF COATING
13, CHAMAN GARDEN, RAILWAY ROAD, KARNAL-132001, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :20/02/2016

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS AND MULTIPURPOSE WATERPROOFING DRY COMPOUND INCLUDED IN
CLASS 2.
MANAV RACHNA
3203650  07/03/2016
MANAV RACHNA VIDYANTARIKSHA PVT. LTD.
OFFICE-5-E-1A, B.P., NIT, FARIDABAD
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2166882

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016 Class 2

3208899 14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA.
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/09/2015

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
3209079   14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA.
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :24/09/2010
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
3210488  15/03/2016
PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWALA
AMIT MOUR
SANJAY KHETAWAT
SHIWAJI PD JAISWAL
PAWAN KUMAR AGARWALA
GANESH SHARMA
trading as ;SHREE BHAWANI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE: KOKJHAR, P.O. & P.S.PALASBARI,MIRZA, DIST. KAMRUP, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O. AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MANDOVI APARTMENT, 1ST FLOOR, 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, OPP. RABINDRA BHAWAN, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781 003, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS Falling under Class 02.
DXION

3212534  17/03/2016
VAIBHAV BABAN PAWAR
trading as ; UNIQUE SURFACE COATING AND PAINTS
GATE NO- 620, A/P- KAVATHE, TAL- KHANDALA, DIST- SATARA- 412801, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since : 20/12/2014
MUMBAI
PAINTS, COATINGS, THINNERS.
3212927    16/03/2016
DUSKLINE INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 156, LOKSEVA NAGAR, BHAMTEE, NAGPUR-440022
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators; printers and artists and Thermo Plastic Paint Material for use in marking road surface

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL PURUSHOTTAM ZORE
117, CHITANISNAGAR, MOTA TAJBAG, UMRER ROAD, NAGPUR-440009.
Used Since :16/04/2015

MUMBAI
SHEENLAC INSPIRE CREATIVITY

3214754  19/03/2016
SHPINAX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
OLD NO. 109B, NEW NO. 124, DEVELOPED PLOTS, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI-600 098, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
320311, 632178, 2018655, 2639499

CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS; DISTEMPERS; ENAMELS FOR PAINTING; LIME WASH; PRIMERS; THICKENERS FOR PAINTS; THINNERS FOR PAINTS; THINNERS FOR LACQUERS; TURPENTINE [THINNER FOR PAINTS]; WHITENWASH.
KMPRAMAAN

3291152  21/06/2016
KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
10th Floor, Tower 8C, DLF Cyber City, Phase II, Gurgaon-122002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054
Used Since :01/06/2016
To be associated with:
3084242

DELHI
Toners, Printing toner, Photocopier toner, Xerographic toners, Toner for copiers, Dye toners, Cartridges filled with toner Ink [toners] for photocopiers, Toner cartridges [filled] for laser printers, Toner cartridges, filled, for inkjet printer Photocopiers Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers, Cartridges of toner for use with computers, printers and photocopiers Toner cartridges [filled] for use with photocopying machines Toner cartridges [filled] for use with electrostatic photocopiers
3291154    21/06/2016
KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
10th Floor, Tower 8C, DLF Cyber City, Phase II, Gurgaon-122002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054
Used Since :01/06/2016
To be associated with:
3084242
DELHI
Toners, Printing toner, Photocopier toner, Xerographic toners, Toner for copiers, Dye toners, Cartridges filled with toner Ink [toners] for photocopiers, Toner cartridges [filled] for laser printers, Toner cartridges, filled, for inkjet printer Photocopiers Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers, Cartridges of toner for use with computers, printers and photocopiers Toner cartridges [filled] for use with photocopying machines Toner cartridges [filled] for use with electrostatic photocopiers
HYDRAMAX

969123   08/11/2000

CHANEL SARL
BURGSTRASSE 26, CH-8750 GLARUS, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

preparations for application to or care of the skin, scalp, hair or nails; soaps; perfumes; essential oils; cosmetics; non-medicated toilet preparations.
2078497  31/12/2010

PRASAD P.R.V.
trading as ;SRI MOOKAMBIKA GRAMODYOG
POST: JADKAL-576233, KUNDAPUR TALUK, UDUPI DISTRICT, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :02/04/2010

CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1955683
LG HOUSEHOLD & HEALTH CARE LTD
92, SINMUNNO 2-GA JONGNO-GU SEOUL KOREA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF KOREA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN LOTIONS, MOISTURIZING SKIN LOTIONS [COSMETIC], NON-MEDICATED SKIN ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, SKIN TONERS, SKIN CREAMS, CONCENTRATED PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF EMULSIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE SKIN [NON-MEDICATED], AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, SKIN CONDITIONERS, BLUSHERS, PERFUMES, COLOGNES, SKIN CLEANSING CREAMS [NON - MEDICATED], MAKE-UP FOUNDATION IN THE FORM OF POWDER, CONCEALERS [MAKE-UP], LIPSTICKS, TOILET WATER, EYE SHADOWS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LINERS [COSMETICS], NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER [COSMETICS], BEAUTY MASK, SUNBLOCK SKIN CREAMS, SUNBLOCK POWDER, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR RINSE, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR GEL, HAIR MOUSSE, TOILET SOAPS, BATH SOAPS, BODY CLEANSERS [NON-MEDICATED], BODY MIST [NON-MEDICATED] BODY GEL [NON-MEDICATED], BATH GEL [NON-MEDICATED], BODY CREAM SCRUB [NON-MEDICATED], NON-MEDICATED TOOTH CARE PREPARATIONS NAMELY, COSMETIC TOOTH WHITENER, PENCIL FOR TOOTH WHITENING PURPOSE, TOOTH WHITENING PATCH, TOOTHPASTES
2141843    10/05/2011
VAJRATEJ INCENSE PVT LTD
trading as ;VAJRATEJ INCENSE PVT LTD
B-65, SP ENCLAVE, 402, DURGABAI DESMUKH COLONY, SHIVAM ROAD, HYDERABAD-500 007, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO
12-10-651/3, ROAD.NO.2, INDIRA NAGAR, WARASIGUDA, SECUNDERABAD - 500 061(A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2006

CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2231597  09/11/2011
TAVAKKUL GULRAZE
#10-1-1143/1, A C GUARDS, SAIFABAD, HYDERABAD-500004.A.P.
DEALERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES,
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOAPS AND COSMETICS.
OTTIE
2307259  28/03/2012
OTTIE INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
NO. 1803, STX V-TOWER, 371-37 GASAN-DONG, GEUMCHEON-GU, SEOUL, KOREA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CREAMS (COSMETIC), LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, CLEANSING MILK FOR TOILET PURPOSES, BEAUTY MASKS, MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, SOAP
2317067 18/04/2012
FLORESCENCE PERFUMES PVT. LTD.
104 AND 109, CITY CENTRE, SYNAGOGUE STREET, PUNE CANTONMENT, PUNE-411001, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY ESTABLISHED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :15/04/2007
MUMBAI
PERFUMERY
RHINO SUPER-X
2323294  27/04/2012
BESTEN INDUSTRIES
TUMMURU ANUSHA
TUMMURU PRATHYUSHA
TUMMURU KANAKESWARI
PLOT NO. 18/A, IDA, KOTHUR, MAHABUBNAGAR DIST, ANDHRA PRADESH, PIN 509228
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :17/08/2011
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
NARROW MINDED

2326866  04/05/2012

UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND CH62 4ZD UNITED KINGDOM
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; HAIR COLORANTS, HAIR DYES, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR WAVING PREPARATIONS, SHampoos, CONDITIONERS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR POWDER, HAIR DRESSINGS, HAIR LACQUERS, HAIR MOUSSES, HAIR GLAZES, HAIR GELS, HAIR MOISTURISERS, HAIR LIQUID, HAIR PRESERVATION TREATMENTS, HAIR DESICCATING TREATMENTS, HAIR OILS, HAIR TONIC, HAIR CREAMS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH AND/OR SHOWER; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS.
2333069  17/05/2012
MOHD SHAHJAHAN
trading as : KISAN SCENT AGARBATTI COMPANY
VILLAGE SUJABAD, POST KUST SEVA ASHRAM, PARAO, VARANASI, U.P - 221102
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since : 15/06/1998
To be associated with:
196861, 652145, 878945, 897684, 1090956, 1166826, 1536040, 1832568, 2122121, 2208140
DELHI
AGARBATTI, DHOOP BATTI, HAVAN SAMGREE, SCENT, PERFUMERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
AKNAY
2334598  21/05/2012
CURATIO HEALTH CARE PVT.LTD.
trading as :CURATIO HEALTH CARE PVT.LTD.
NO.78/88, DEFENCE OFFICERS COLONY, EKKATTUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600032.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BALA KUMAR CHANDRAESEKHARAN & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE NO.6, 2ND FLOOR, 60, KASTURBAI NAGAR, 3 RD MAIN ROAD, ADYAR MADRAS - 600 020.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COSMETICS.
2335092    21/05/2012
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED
UNILEVER HOUSE, B D SAWANT MARG, CHAKALA, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI-400099
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAP; MEDICATED SOAP; CLEANING PREPARATIONS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; DEODORANTS AND
ANTIPERSPIRANTS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS; HAIR COLOURANTS; HAIR
STYLING PRODUCTS; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE
PREPARATIONS; OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; PRE-SHAVE AND
AFTERSHAVE PREPARATIONS; COLOGNE; DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS; SUN-TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION
PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS; MAKE-UP AND MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; PETROLEUM JELLY; LIP CARE
PREPARATIONS; TALCUM POWDER; COTTON WOOL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; COTTON STICKS FOR COSMETIC
PURPOSES; TISSUES, PADS OR WIPES IMPREGNATED OR PRE-MOISTENED WITH PERSONAL CLEANSING OR
COSMETIC LOTIONS; BEAUTY MASKS, FACIAL PACKS
2336194   23/05/2012
SHIHABUDHEEN AMBALAVAN KULLAPPURAKKAL
trading as ;BOBKA INTERNATIONAL
KULLAPPURAKKAL HOUSE, GANDHINAGAR, OTHUKKUNGAL POST, MALAPPURAM, KERALA, INDIA, PIN-676528
Business
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :01/04/2011
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
2337182    24/05/2012
GUTTULA LAXMAN RAO
trading as ;LITHI SLIMMING AND COSMETIC CLINIC.
#SRI AMULYA ESTATE, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO. 218,219,238 AND 239, KUSHAIGUDA, MAHESHNagar, KEESAR MANDAL, HYDERABAD - 500 062, RANGA REDDY DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :29/03/2012
CHENNAI
COSMETICS, FRAGRANCE, TOILETRY, ESSENTIAL OILS, PERSONAL CARE, SKIN CARE, EYE CARE, LIP CARE, HAIR CARE, FOOT CARE AND NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, TOILET AND BATH LOTION AND BEAUTY PREPARATIONS, FACE BLEACHING PREPARATION, SKIN AND HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS.
TRADE MARKS:
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2376976 08/08/2012
MR. KESHAV CHADHA
trading as; SWARN COSMETICS (INDIA)
308/4 LANDMARK INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHAHZARA BAGH, NEW DELHI 110035
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS, SKIN CARE LOTION, BODY LOTION, HEENA, SINDOOR, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS IN CLASS 3
MR. KESHAV CHADHA
trading as ;SWARN COSMETICS (INDIA)
308/4 LANDMARK INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHAHZARA BAGH, NEW DELHI 110035
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS, SKIN CARE LOTION, BODY LOTION, HEENA, SINDOOR, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS IN CLASS 3
PURE PRAYERS

2394715  12/09/2012
N. RANGA RAO & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;N. RANGA RAO & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 1553, VANIVILASA ROAD, MYSORE - 570 004, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN,
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :05/05/2005

CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE CONES AND DHOOP
2396207    14/09/2012
ALTRET PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS GUJARAT PVT. LTD.
12/2881, ALTRET HOUSE, SAYEDPURA MAUN ROAD, SURAT - 395003, GUJARAT, INDIA.

INDIAN NATION PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K. I. RAVAL & CO.
D-322, B.G. TOWER BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, O/S.DELHI GATE, AHMEDABAD - 380 004.
Used Since: 31/12/2004

AHMEDABAD
CLEANING AND SCOURING SUBSTANCES PREPARATION IN LIQUID FORM IN CLASS-03.
subject to association with Application no- 1736494.
2401596    24/09/2012
DHARMESH HARESHBHAI KANANI
trading as ;KANANI INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 157, JANKI POINT INDIA, SACHIN G.I.D.C, ROAD NO.- 3, PALIWAL CHOKDI, SACHIN, DIST. SURAT, GUJARAT
STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ALL KINDS OF HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR OILS, LOTIONS, MASSAGE OILS AND SHOPS AND COSMETICS PREPARATIONS
AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
2409299  10/10/2012
GHANSHYAM TAK
trading as ;GHANSHYAM MOHANLAL TAK
PALIGATE, SOJAT CITY, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004
Used Since : 31/12/1998
AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI Cone, MEHANDI POWDER, HERBAL PRODUCTS, MEHANDI COLOR, MEHANDI DAI PRODUCT, KALI MEHANDI.
2434635    29/11/2012
GHANSHYAM TAK
trading as ;GHANSHYAM MOHANLAL TAK
PALIGATE, SOJAT CITY, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004
Used Since :31/12/1998
AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI CONE, MEHANDI POWDER, HERBAL PRODUCTS, MEHANDI COLOR, MEHANDI DAI PRODUCT, KALI MEHANDI.
2434637  29/11/2012
VIKRAM SINGH DEORA
trading as; RAJ SHREE ENTERPRISE
VILLAGE AND POST: KHIWADI, VIA- BANKLI, DIST.- PALI - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI CONE AND MEHANDI POWDER.
AXE GOLD TEMPTATION

2515422   17/04/2013
UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT WIRRAL MERSEYSIDE ENGLAND CH62 4ZD UK
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
421079, 1599346, 1981422

DELHI
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2535255 21/05/2013
M/S. ULTRAMARINE & PIGMENTS LTD
No.25B, SIPCOT Industrial Complex, Ranipet 632403, Vellore District, Tamil Nadu, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMASWAMIN
H-1/5, Swagat Apartments, Thiruvalluvar Nagar, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai 600041

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Blue For Laundry Use; Washing Soaps; Detergent Cakes; Detergent Powder for Washing Purposes; Toilet Soaps; all being goods Included in Class 3
2535257  21/05/2013
M/S. Ultramarine & pigments Ltd
No.25B, SIPCOT Industrial Complex, Ranipet 632403, Vellore District, Tamil Nadu, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMASWAMIN
H-1/5, Swagat Apartments, Thiruvalluvar Nagar, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai 600041

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Manufacturing and Trading of Blue For Laundry Use, Washing Soaps, Detergent Cakes, Detergent Powder for Washing Purposes, Toilet Soaps, All Goods Included In Class 3
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 3

2570760  26/07/2013
UNILEVER PLC
Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside, England CH62 4ZD, United Kingdom
A company organised, registered and existing under the laws of England. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Soap; medicated soap; cleaning preparations; perfumery; essential oils; deodorants and antiperspirants; hair care preparations; shampoos and conditioners; hair colourants; hair styling products; non-medicated toilet preparations; bath and shower preparations; skin care preparations; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; cologne; depilatory preparations; sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; cosmetics; make-up and make-up removing preparations; petroleum jelly; lip care preparations; talcum powder; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; tissues, pads or wipes impregnated or pre-moistened with personal cleansing or cosmetic lotions; beauty masks, facial packs.
MR. PARMINDER SANDHU
MS. RITU MAHAJAN
trading as ;NEXT CARE INC.
PLOT NO 136-140/67 INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE I CHANDIGARH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :25/07/2013

DELHI
PERFUME, AMBER, AIR FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, ASTRINGENTS, BADIAN ESSENCE, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS,
BREATH FRESHENING SPRAYS, ETHEREAL ESSENCES & OILS, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR GEL, HAIR LOTION, BATH SALTS,
DEODORANTS, LAVENDER OIL, SCENTED WATER
TOPULAR

2635921  02/12/2013

SOMASHEKAR P. PATIL

Trading as; PATIL PARIMALA WORKS

No. 140/82, 1st Main Road, A.V. Road, Chamarajpet, Bangalore- 560 018, Karnataka Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:

A.V. Nathan Associates.

451, 2nd Cross, 3rd Block, 3rd Stage, Basaveshwara Nagar, Bangalore-560 079, Karnataka State India.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Incense Sticks
2763304  27/06/2014
LYKIS LIMITED
405/406, MORYA CLASSIC, OFF. NEW LINK ROAD, OPP. INFINITY MALL, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Manufacturers and merchants.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Used Since : 30/06/2013
MUMBAI
lotion, shampoo, oil, eau de cologne, soap, gel, powder, toothpaste, deodorant, body spray, baby cream and baby perfume.
3003874  09/07/2015
KETAN B. JAIN
201, GREENLAND CO OP HSG SOC LTD, MAMTA PARADISE BUILDING, MALWANI CHURCH, MARVE ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI 400095
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MEHTA & MEHTA.
NAVJIVAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, 12 TH FLOOR, OFFICE NO. 9, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 008.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DETERGENT SOAP AND LIQUIDS AND POWDER
3040142  25/08/2015
D.PONSINGH
P.KALYANI
trading as ; THE RAJAH STOARE
NO.37,SALEM ROAD,NAMAKKAL-637001.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since : 01/08/2015
CHENNAI
DHOOP (SCENT STICK FOR WORSHIP)
3059943  21/09/2015
ANKIT SHARMA
trading as ;SHRI HARI KRIPA FRAGRANCES
PLOT NO. 58, MITRA NAGAR, RAM NAGAR, SODALA, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSH MARWAHA
245, OPPOSITE LIBERTY SHOWROOM, RAJA PARK, AJIPUR-302004 (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :25/06/2015

AHMEDABAD
AGARBATTI, DHOOP, HAWAN SAMAGRI AND POOJA SAMAGRI, COSMETICS AND MEHANDI.
3081857   20/10/2015
KRUNALKUMAR RAMJIBHAI KATHIRIYA
MAYUR MANSUKHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;AMRUTJYOTI SANSTHANAM
22, KALPATARU ESTATE, NEAR KATHWADA GIDC, S.P.RING ROAD, NIKOL CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 382350 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :19/10/2015
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF TOILET SOAP, HAND WASH, LIQUID WASH AND ALL OTHER CLEANING ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
MACARIA
3081902  19/10/2015
MACARIA COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
143-A, Park Road, Kanwali Road, Dehradun, Uttarakhand
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since :19/03/2014
DELHI
TOILETRIES, SOAPS, EAU DE COLOGNE, SHOWER GEL, MOUTH WASH, FACE WASH, SHAMPOO, LIQUID SOAPS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR GEL; PERFUMERY, INCENSE STICKS; ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, TALCUM POWDER, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, TOOTHPASTE, TOOTHPOWDER; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3085184  23/10/2015
ADDVANTIS ENTERPRISES LLP
#467, 19th Main, 36th Cross, 4th ‘T’ Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore-560041, Karnataka
Manufacturers and traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Oils for hair, face and body, bathing soaps, bath salts, face packs, body packs, scrubs, shampoos, moisturizers, lip balms, face washes, men’s shaving products, talc and attars / perfumes.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 3

AJAY BHATIA
trading as ;THE BIG DEAL
FLATE NO. C-603, PRITHVI PALACE, KANDARPADA, DAHISAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400068
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMAJI & COMPANY
111/29, ASHOK NAGAR, (BEHIND G. T. RD.), KANPUR-12.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE INCLUDING DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY; COSMETICS; PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS; HAIR LOTIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS AND DENTIFRICES ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
3121163   09/12/2015
The Procter & Gamble Company
One Procter & Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hair care preparations.
METROCRAFT
3122892  11/12/2015
ASHWANI SINGLA
trading as ;METROCRAFT
C-103, RAMESHWAR, NEELKHANT HEIGHTS, POKHRAN ROAD NO.02, DIST-THANE-400610, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :11/09/2015
MUMBAI
cosmetics
3126370    14/12/2015
JYOTHY LABORATORIES LTD.
trading as ;JYOTHY LABORATORIES LTD.
UJALA HOUSE, RAMAKRISHNA MANDIR ROAD, KONDIVITA, MAROL, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI - 400 059
Manufacturer and Trader
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
891615, 3066896

MUMBAI
detergents; liquid blue; abrasives; bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use;
laundry bleaching preparations; polishing preparations; shining preparations; stain removers.
TIMEOKAY
3141012  28/12/2015
TIME SALES CORPORATION
H.O SETHI DEPARTMENT STORE SHOP NO. 4 HANS MARKET FATEHBAD-125050
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi -110034
Used Since :22/12/2015
DELHI
Detergent Cake, Hand Wash, Toilet Cleaner, Liquid Dish Wash, Glass Cleaner, Floor Cleaner.
3147142 01/01/2016

P.BABY trading as ;S.K. CHEMICALS AND TRADERS
NO.1/2, JEEVA NAGAR, VILANKURICHI ROAD, CHERANMAA NAGAR, COIMBATORE - 641 035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIREH CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE - 641006

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
GOODS RELATING TO DETERGENTS, POWDER AND CAKE, DISH WASH LIQUID AND SOAP, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
3151609  06/01/2016
RAJEEV KHOSLA
trading as ;SHANAYA LAB.
MANN MARKET, VALMIK CHOWK PATHANKOT (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
SOAPS, FACE WASH, GEL, FACE & BODY CREAM, PETROLEUM JELLY ,SHAMPOO, COSMETICS GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
RAVJEEV KHOSLA  
trading as ;SHANAYA LAB.
MANN MARKET, VALMIK CHOWK PATHANKOT (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS  
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES  
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since : 01/04/2015  
DELHI  
SOAPS, FACE WASH, GEL, FACE & BODY CREAM, PETROLEUM JELLY ,SHAMPOO, COSMETICS GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
RAJEEV KHOSLA
trading as ;SHANAYA LAB.
MANN MARKET, VALMIK CHOWK PATHANKOT (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELI
SOAPS, FACE WASH, GEL, FACE & BODY CREAM, PETROLEUM JELLY ,SHAMPOO, COSMETICS GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
ABMOIST

3151612  06/01/2016
RAJEEV KHOSLA
trading as ;SHANAYA LAB.
MANN MARKET, VALMIK CHOWK PATHANKOT (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
SOAPS, FACE WASH, GEL, FACE & BODY CREAM, PETROLEUM JELLY ,SHAMPOO, COSMETICS GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
SMIT RAMESH VAGHASIA
trading as ; S R HEALTH AND HYGIENE
D-907, SURYA PALACE, CITY LIGHT, SURAT (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since : 01/01/2016

AHMEDABAD
BABY WIPES, COTTON BUDS AND COTTON BALLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES.
SKINLUMIA
3155673  08/01/2016
JAGSONPAL PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
T-210 J, SHAHPUR JAT, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/12/2015
DELHI
COSMETIC PREPARATION, BODY LOTION, HAIR OIL, FACE WASH, SOAP.
3156105    11/01/2016
UMA DEVI
NO.4/513, TAGORE STREET, NEAR, MADURAI - 625020, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :17/10/2015
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING INCENSE, INCENSE STICKS, SPRAYS, SACHETS AND INCENSE CONES
3158836  14/01/2016
NAGESH GANPAT SAWANT
108, 2ND FLOOR, OMKAR APT., OMKAR NAGAR, NEAR GLOBAL ENGINEERING SCHOOL, DIVA AGASAN ROAD, DIVA (EAST), THANE-400612.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
3161683   18/01/2016
STL PHARMA PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 102, THAKHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 20 CHAMPSI BHIMJI ROAD, MAZGAON, MUMBAI- 400 010.
MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/1980
MUMBAI
COSMETICS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCE FOR LAUNDRY USC, CLEANING POLISHING,
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATION, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS,
DENTIFRICES IN CLASS-03
INACROSS
3163519  19/01/2016
CARREL PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
M.No 1390, Dattanagar, 10th Mail, Wadki, Tq Haveli, Dist. Pune - 412308
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
Cosmetics and cosmetics preparation.
SOFJELIN

3164033    20/01/2016

TAURUS PETROLEUMS PVT LTD
49, Emerald Industrial Estate, Dheku, Khopoli, Raigarh - 410203, Maharashtra

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Petroleum jelly for cosmetic purpose
DIABEGO RAS
3164080  20/01/2016
JITENDER KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. JAI BALAJI ENTERPRISES
31, NEW NANDWANI NAGAR, NEAR GYAN GANGA SCHOOL, SONIPAT, HARYANA
merchants and manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/11/2014
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
SUNSURE
3164151  21/01/2016
ENAI TRADING AND INVESTMENT PRIVATE LIMITED.
GATE NO.3, UNIT NO.151, SHIV SHAFTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. MITTAL ESTATE, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD,
ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059.
TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, SKIN CREAMS, LOTIONS AND SKIN
CARE PRODUCTS, BODY LOTION, DENTIFRICES, MOUTH WASHES.
3164203  20/01/2016
GANPATI MAHILA GRUH UDYOG
trading as ;Ganpati Mahila Gruh Udyog
201, Anand Palace, Behind Akashwani Shastri Nagar, Akola-444005
Manufacturer & trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :19/12/2015
MUMBAI
Detergent Powder, Cleaning & washing preparation, bleaching preparation, cosmetics, perfumes, flower essence used in cosmetic purpose
ALLESTEROL

3164252  20/01/2016
PRAVEEN MALHOTRA, MANJUNATHA REDDY, KANWALDEEP SINGH CHADHA AND ADITYA RANJAN SAHU
trading as ;ALLANTE HEALTHCARE LLP
C4D - 33A, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110 058
Manufacturers and Traders
A Limited Liability Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics and toiletries; Hair Shampoo and conditioner; beauty soap; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Skin lotions, skin cream, skin milks; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; Dentifrices; skin whitening creams; Beauty masks; Ethereal essences for beauty purposes; Solid powder for compacts; lipstick; eye-liner; nail polish and nail polish remover; Perfumes and deodorants;
MAX TIME

3165160 21/01/2016
AABHA CONTRACEPTIVES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;Aabha Contraceptives Pvt.Ltd.
Block No-G-2,MIDC, Baramati-413133.
Manufacture & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since :07/01/2016
MUMBAI
PERFUMES & BODY SPRAY
3165729  22/01/2016
MUDIT CONSUL
T10/501, NRI CITY, GROUP HOUSING 1, GREATER NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH-201308.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/12/2015
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, POLISHING; HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES,
INCENSE STICKS, MEHANDI POWDER (HENNA), MEHANDI CONE, HERBAL HENNA, LIQUID MEHANDI, MEHANDI PASTE,
BLACK & BROWN MEHANDI & MEHANDI OIL, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, LIPSTICK, KAJAL, NAIL POLISH,
BINDI, SINDOOR, KOHLS AS PER CLASS-03.
3165830   22/01/2016

L.SUBASHREE
K.ABDUL HAMEED
R.DEEPANATHAN
Y.NOORULLAH

trading as ;LAZHORA MEDICAL COSMEDICS.

17, FIRST MAIN ROAD, BETHAL NAGAR, PERUNGUDI, CHENNAI - 600 096.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/AGENTS ADDRESS:

APR ASSOCIATES.
"SRINIVASA NILAYAM", # 10/2, FIRST FLOOR, SOMASUNDARAM STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.

USED SINCE : 20/11/2014

CHENNAI

COSMETICS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
3165832  22/01/2016
L.SUBASHREE
K.ABDUL HAMEED
R.DEEPANATHAN
Y.NOORULLAH
trading as ;LAZHORA MEDICAL COSMEDICS.
17, FIRST MAIN ROAD, BETHA NAGAR, PERUNGUDI, CHENNAI - 600 096
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
APR ASSOCIATES.
"SRINIVASA NILAYAM", # 10/2, FIRST FLOOR, SOMASUNDARAM STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.
Used Since :20/11/2014
CHENNAI
COSMETICS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
SRIZA

3165943  22/01/2016

NABIN CHANDRA SAHA

BULA SAHA

trading as ;SRIZA CONSUMER PRODUCTS

23/1 K.N. SEN ROAD, KOLKATA 700028

MANUFACTURING & TRADING

A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE VED PRAKASH SINGH

C/329, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since : 08/01/2016

KOLKATA

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF COSMETICS
3168268  27/01/2016
GIRISH R. RANGLANI
MRS. KOMAL S. RANGLANI
trading as ;LAXMI SOAP FACTORY
102 DELUXE COURT BUILDING, RAO BAHADUR V.B. ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS..
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
WASHING / LAUNDRY SOAPS AND SYNTHETIC DETERGENTS/ DETERGENT POWDER/ TOILET SOAP/ LIQUID SOAPS
AND DETERGENT.
3169533  28/01/2016
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :20/02/2013
To be associated with:
2300487, 2300488, 2300489
DELHI
LIQUID SOAP FOR HAND WASH.
3169535  28/01/2016
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 20/02/2013
To be associated with:
2300482, 2300483, 2300484, 2300485, 2300486, 2300487, 2300488, 2300489, 2300490, 2300491, 2300492, 2300493, 2355159, 2405254, 2405255, 2405256, 2411245, 2411246, 2411247, 2411248, 2547265, 2547266, 2561426, 2567007, 2716461, 2716462, 2716463, 2716464, 3169533, 3169534, 3169535
DELHI
LIQUID SOAP FOR HAND WASH.
3169536  28/01/2016
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 27/06/2012
To be associated with:
2300482, 2405255, 2405256, 2411245, 2411246, 2411247, 2411248
DELHI
HAIR REMOVAL CREAM.
3169537  28/01/2016
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 27/06/2012
To be associated with:
2300482, 2300483, 2405255, 2405256, 2411245, 2411246, 2411247, 2411248
DELHI
HAIR REMOVAL CREAM
3171147  29/01/2016
TURTLE WAX, INC.
625 WILLOWBROOK CENTRE PARKWAY, WILLOWBROOK, ILLINOIS 60527, USA.
MANUFACTURERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
251441
DELHI
PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING, WASHING, WAXING, POLISHING, RESTORING, SHINING, REFINISHING, AND PRESERVING THE FINISHED SURFACES OF VEHICLES; DRYING AGENT FOR PROMOTION OF WATER BEADING ON VEHICLE FINISHINGS; CLEANING AND DEODORIZING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND AUTOMOTIVE CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY; PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING, SHINING, AND PROTECTING ENGINE SURFACES; TIRE AND WHEEL CLEANING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING INTERIOR SURFACES OF VEHICLES IN CLASS 3
PRISONERS

3171150    29/01/2016

NITIN KEDIA
A/902, PLOT 24, SWEET HOME, MHADA, BEHIND JANKIDEVI SCHOOL, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400053
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :01/11/2015

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PERFUMES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DEUTIFRICES
RAMC INDIA LENO
3171974  29/01/2016
P.B.PRATHEEP
trading as ;RAMC INDIA
Andona, Parappanpooil P.O., Thamarassery - 673 573, Calicut, Kerala, India also at No:168, M.S.Palya, 2nd stage, Vidyaranyapura, Bangalore -560 097, Karnataka, India also at No:3/1, City Centre, M.S.Nagar, Podanur Road, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India
Manufacturers and Merchants
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
2686937
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
3172511    30/01/2016
RPS ENTERPRISES
RAJESH YADAV
R. P. GADWAL
SUDHIR SHARMA
trading as ; RPS ENTERPRISES
83, SUBHASH NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
A UNREGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since : 01/04/2014
MUMBAI
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3173135   02/02/2016
ALEX JOSEPH MUDALIAR
R. H. NO. 12, CRYSTAL PALACE CO-OP. HSG. SOC., LINK ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI-400 064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS (NON-MEDICATED), PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DYE STUFF, DENTIFRICES,
DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, SOAPS AND SHAMPOOS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3174581  03/02/2016
RAGHAV RISHI
trading as ;R K ENTERPRISES
AVALON, 1802, B WING, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI: 400076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3175024  03/02/2016
KETAN THAKKAR
trading as ;IMAGE MAKERS
SHOP NO.7, 8 AND 9, MOHAMMAD SHERIF COMPOUND, KHOTKUWA ROAD, DHANJI WADI, OPP -TRIVENI HOTEL, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI - 400097, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :07/12/2015
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES AND INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3175452  03/02/2016
JINOY JOSE.K
trading as ;SUNRISE SOAP INDUSTRIES
AVITTATHUR POST, THRISSUR, PIN - 680 683, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THEJUS PURUSHOTHAMAN C
AVITTATHUR PO, TRISSUR - 680 683, KERALA.
Used Since :28/12/2000
CHENNAI
SOAP
TRESPA
3177063  04/02/2016
PRAKRUTI REMEDIES PVT LTD
trading as ;PRAKRUTI REMEDIES PVT LTD
Plot No:21, K.I.A.D.B.Industrial Area, Shirwad, Karwar - 581 306, Karnataka
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COSMETICS
THE BAY CLUB

3177259  05/02/2016
MAKERS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (PVT.) LIMITED
MAKER TOWER F, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; COSMETICS, ETHEREAL OILS OR ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMES, TOILETRIES
3177897  08/02/2016
K. S. NAGRAJ SETTY
FLAT NO.1401, ODYSSEY-II, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
INDIAN INHABITANT

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
GOODS LIKE AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER AND HAVAN SAMAGRI
3177898  08/02/2016
K. S. NAGRAJ SETTY
FLAT NO.1401, ODYSSEY-II, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
INDIAN INHABITANT
Used Since :18/01/2016
To be associated with:
3088609
MUMBAI
AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER AND HAVAN SAMAGRI
3178151 05/02/2016
MR. RISHAB NARULA
67/10, New Road Road, New Delhi-110005,
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :17/05/2014
DELHI
Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances For Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices
HAND TO HAND

3179528    08/02/2016

SHABANA PARVEEN

trading as : H. B. ENTERPRISES

3-CH-18, HOUSEING BOARD, SHAstri NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSH MARWAHA
245, OPPOSITE LIBERTY SHOWROOM, RAJA PARK, AJIPUR-302004 ( RAJASTHAN)

Used Since : 01/02/2016

AHMEDABAD

DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKE WASHING POWDER AND CAKE, LIQUID AND TUB SOAP, BLUE ULTRAMARINE,
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SORCING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS.
3179565 08/02/2016
LIGO INTERTRADE PVT. LTD.
5C/62, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI-110005.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :03/02/2016
DELHI
COSMETICS, LIQUID TOILET SOAP, FACE PACK, LOTIONS, SHAMPOO, LIP STICKS, TALCUM POWDER, HAIR COLOUR REMOVER, SCENTED BODY SPRAY, DEODORANT SOAP, CLEANING POWDER, ESSENTIAL OILS, BATH OILS, HENNA, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND PERFUMERY, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR SPRAY, BODY LOTION, MOISTURIZERS, AND SKIN CREAM, BODY SOAP, BODY POWDER AND BODY OIL; BABY COLOGNE, BABY OIL, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BABY SHAMPOO, BABY BATH SOAPS AND CLEANSERS, BABY LOTIONS AND POWDERS,
3179577  08/02/2016
LIGO INTERTRADE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;LIGO INTERTRADE PVT. LTD.
5C/62, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI-110005.
MANUFACTURES AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :03/02/2016
DELHI
COSMETICS, LIQUID TOILET SOAP, FACE PACK, LOTIONS, SHAMPOO, LIP STICKS, TALCUM POWDER, HAIR COLOUR REMOVER, SCENTED BODY SPRAY, DEODORANT SOAP, CLEANING POWDER, ESSENTIAL OILS, BATH OILS, HENNA, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND PERFUMERY, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR SPRAY, BODY LOTION, MOISTURIZERS, AND SKIN CREAM, BODY SOAP, BODY POWDER AND BODY OIL; BABY COLOGNE, BABY OIL, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BABY SHAMPOO, BABY BATH SOAPS AND CLEANSERS, BABY LOTIONS AND POWDERS,
MOISTY
3180173  09/02/2016
WEST COAST PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS LTD.,
MELDI ESTATE, NEAR PRASANG PARTY PLOT, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD - 382481 GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, SELLER, TRADER AND DISTRIBUTOR
A company Registered under the Indian Companies Act 1956.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC PRODUCT.
SWATCARE

3180177  09/02/2016
WEST COAST PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS LTD
MELDI ESTATE, NEAR PRASANG PARTY PLOT, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD - 382481 GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, SELLER, TRADER AND DISTRIBUTOR
A company Registered under the Indian Companies Act 1956.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC PRODUCT.
SUNNYCARE

3180178    09/02/2016
WEST COAST PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS LTD.,
MELDI ESTATE, NEAR PRASANG PARTY PLOT, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD - 382481 GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, SELLER, TRADER AND DISTRIBUTOR
A company Registered under the Indian Companies Act 1956.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC PRODUCT.
3180451  09/02/2016
NILESH HARJI DAMA
3/101 SWAMIKRUPA PHASE 1, KOLSHET ROAD, DHOKALI NAKA, MUMBAI, THANE 400606
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since : 01/01/2014
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3180501  09/02/2016
LYME HALL PTY. LTD.
trading as ;LYME HALL PTY. LTD.
C/-EGA SECRETARIAL SERVICES PTY LTD., L 18, 499, ST KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, 3004, AUSTRALIA
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABACUS LEGAL GROUP.
R-116, GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI-110048, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
IN RESPECT OF COSMETICS INCLUDING CREAMS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, THE BODY AND THE HANDS AND MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS FOR THE FACE AS HAS BEEN INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS.
3181135 09/02/2016
CORDOBA TRADELINKS PRIVATE LIMITED
Kallummoottil Veedu, Karavaram PO, Kallambalam, Trivandrum – 695605, Kerala
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :15/12/2012
CHENNAI
household, laundry, dishwashing detergents; washing powder; detergent soap; liquid soap for hands and face, washing dishes; detergents for automobiles; bath, beauty soaps; hand wash; mouthwash; soaps for toilet purposes, household, personal use; floor cleaning preparations; cleaning fluids; shampoo-conditioners; glass, toilet cleaners; fabric conditioners; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; toiletries; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics and personal care preparations
Vinay Kumar Verma
9/70, Sarafa Market, At & P.O. Barhi, Distt. Katni, Madhya Pradesh - 483770
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Nadar Vennila
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhgad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 09/02/2016

Mumbai

Detergents for household use, Laundry detergent, Detergent soap, Dishwashing detergents.
HAPPYHEALTHYME

3181625  09/02/2016

HAPPYHEALTHYME ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
104 A & B Embassy Square, 148 Infantry Road, Bangalore - 560001
Manufacturers and traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
SELZER

3181716  10/02/2016

SHELL ORGANICS LIMITED
54/38, NAYAGANJ, KANPUR, UP.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since: 01/12/2015

DELHI
CLEANING PREPRATIONS LIQUID SOAP & DISH WASH HOME CARE CLEANING GOODS SANITERY & FLOOR CLEANERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
ZOVITO
3181718  10/02/2016
SHELL ORGANICS LIMITED
54/38, NAYAGANJ, KANPUR, UP.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since :01/12/2015
DELHI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS LIQUID SOAP & DISH WASH HOME CARE CLEANING GOODS SANITERY & FLOOR CLEANERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3182001  11/02/2016
DEEP MOHA SINGH ARNEJA
trading as ;SIMRAT CHEMICALS
C-222, KMAYAPURI, PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110064.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AYPE TRADE MARK CO.
4279-GALI BHAIRON, NAI SARAK, NEW DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :29/01/2016
DELHI
HAIR FIXER, HAIR LOTION, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR OIL, SHAVING CREAM, PERFUMES, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (NON-MEDICATED) AND COSMETICS, GULAB JAL FALLING IN CLASS 3
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3182715  11/02/2016
SAJID I BATLIWALA.
OASIS APT, 1ST FLOOR, NEXT TO DALJIT GYMKHANA, 7 BUNGLOWS, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400061.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
OOVESH MOHD RAFIQUE SARA
201-B, CHAUHAN CLASSIC, HILL PARK, NEAR AGARWAL ESTATE, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400 102
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
TOOTHPASTE, SOAPS, DETERGENTS, CAKES, WASHING POWDER, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, COSMETICS,
SHAVING CREAM, PERFUMERIES AND ESSENTIAL OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764 , 26/09/2016 Class 3

3182736  11/02/2016
NAMJAD LATIF KHAN.
trading as ;NAZAFAT COSMETICS
KANTHARIA COMPOUND, BAPANE, NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO.8, OPP. VISHRAM PETROL PUMP, NAIGAON (EAST), VASAI, THANE-401202, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR AND BODY LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS AND DENTIFRICES.

1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS ART OF NATURAL ESSENTIAL OILS EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
AJIBA

3182928  11/02/2016
GULBAHAR
ZUBAIR AHMED
trading as: GANGARAM INDUSTRIES
DEHRADUN ROAD VILLAGE KISHANPUR, ROORKEE DISTT HARIDWAR U.K.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
WOKALI

3183064  11/02/2016
SH. KRISHAN LAL KHURANA
trading as ;MAHARAJA TRADERS
MINI GUR MANDI, SHOP NO. 5, TALAB MANDIR ROAD, LUDHIANA -141008 (PB).
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/10/2009

DELHI
COSMETICS, HAIR STRAIGHTENING CREAM, HAIR COLORS, SHAVING FORM, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING CREAMI, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR GEL, PERFUMEI BODY SPRAY, SOAP,SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER AND HAIR WAX PERFUMERY, DEODORANTS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING & ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, BEAUTY SOAPS, DETERGENTS, LIPSTICK, DHOOP & AGARBATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
SGVP AROGYAM

3183410  11/02/2016

PURANI BALKRUSHNADASJI SWAMI

trading as ;SHREE SWAMINARAYAN GURUKUL MEDICAL & RESEARCH FOUNDATION

SARKHEJ-GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, CHHARODI, AHMEDABAD-382481. GUJARAT-INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

TRUSTEE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.

305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

To be associated with:

2047145

AHMEDABAD

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
M.PARTHASARATHI

Trading as: SRI HARI CHEMICALS

5/189, ELANGO ADIGAL CROSS STREET, PASUMPON NAGAR, PERUMBakkAM, CHENNAI - 600 100

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE

NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.

Used Since: 28/12/2013

CHENNAI

DETERGENT POWDER, SOAP OIL, SOAPS, WASHING POWDER ALL INCLUDED
3184038  12/02/2016
BDA PHARMA PVT. LTD
F 5, 6, 7 MAHAVIR COMPLEX, TAWAKKAL LAY OUT KATOL BY PASS ROAD, WADI NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA - 440023
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A. PVT LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :10/02/2016
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 3

BDA PHARMA PVT. LTD
F 5, 6, 7 MAHAVIR COMPLEX, TAWAKKAL LAY OUT KATOL BY PASS ROAD, WADI NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA-440023.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO.ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :10/02/2016

MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
3184042 12/02/2016
BDA PHARMA PVT. LTD
F 5, 6, 7 MAHAVIR COMPLEX. TAWAKKAL LAY OUT KATOL BY PASS ROAD, WADI NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA - 440023
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A.LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO.ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :10/02/2016

To be associated with:
3184038, 3184039

MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
3184043   12/02/2016
BDA PHARMA PVT. LTD
F 5, 6, 7 MAHAVIR COMPLEX, TAWAKKAL LAY OUT KATOL BY PASS ROAD, WADI NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA-440023.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A.PVT. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO.ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :10/02/2016
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
3184044    12/02/2016
BDA PHARMA PVT. LTD
F 5, 6, 7 MAHAVIR COMPLEX, TAWAKKAL LAY OUT KATOL BY PASS ROAD, WADI NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA-440023.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A. PVT. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO.ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :10/02/2016
To be associated with:
3184043
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
3184045  12/02/2016
BDA PHARMA PVT. LTD
F 5, 6, 7 MAHAVIR COMPLEX, TAWAKKAL LAY OUT KATOL BY PASS ROAD, WADI NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA-440023.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A. PVT. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO.ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :10/02/2016
To be associated with:
3184043, 3184044
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS.
ANOO'S ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: ANOO'S ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-661, PLOT NO.90, 5TH FLOOR, SAI PLAZA, SANGEET NAGAR, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, AP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Used Since: 25/10/1982
To be associated with:
575932, 1254780, 1254781, 1254782, 1254783, 1254784, 1254785, 1254786, 1254787, 1699152, 1699156, 1699163, 1885625, 1885628, 2514141

CHENNAI
SHAMPOO
3184456  12/02/2016
DR. WILLMAR SCHWABE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; Dr. Willmar Schwabe India Private Limited
A-36, Sector-60, Phase -III, Noida-201304 (U.P.)
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :10/02/2016
DELHI
HAIR OILS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; OILS FOR
PERFUMES AND SCENTS; OILS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; OILS FOR TOILET PURPOSES; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS
FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING; PURPOSES; COSMETIC KITS; COSMETIC CREAMS;
LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; CLEANING PREPARATIONS; SOAP; MEDICATED SOAP; NON-MEDICATED
TOILET PREPARATIONS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BATH; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS; MAKE-UP REMOVING
PREPARATIONS; MASSAGE GELS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764 , 26/09/2016 Class 3

3184457  12/02/2016
DR. WILLMAR SCHWABE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Dr. Willmar Schwabe India Private Limited
A-36, Sector-60, Phase -III, Noida-201304 (U.P.)
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :10/02/2016
DELHI
HAIR OILS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; OILS FOR PERFUMES AND SCENTS; OILS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; OILS FOR TOILET PURPOSES; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING; PURPOSES; COSMETIC KITS; COSMETIC CREAMS; LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; CLEANING PREPARATIONS; SOAP; MEDICATED SOAP; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BATH; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS; MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; MASSAGE GELS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
3184529  14/02/2016
SANJEEV MADAAN,
trading as ;DO BHAII GROUP MADAAN SOAP UDYOOG.
94/3, HSIIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KARNAL-132001, HARYANA, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
Bleaching Preparations And Other Substances For Laundry Use, Cleaning Including Washing Soap, Washing Powder, Cake And Bath Soap Included In Class 3.
3184592  15/02/2016
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :18/09/2015
DELHI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND TOILET CLEANER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
MELKAMA
3184880  12/02/2016
DINESH GARG.
trading as ;M/S D. K. INDUSTRIES.
33/18, SSGT INDUSTRIAL AREA , GHAZIABAD (U.P.) 201001.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :04/04/2013
DELHI
HENNA, HENNA POWDER, HAIR DYE POWDER, KALI MEHENDI IN CLASS-03.
3185103 12/02/2016
AJAY KUMAR
trading as ;M/S SHIVAM INDUSTRIES
NEAR RAJGIR GATE, RAJGIR, NALANDA – 803116, BIHAR, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Merchants
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :03/02/2016
KOLKATA
WASHING POWDER AND CAKE BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3185105    12/02/2016
AJAY KUMAR
trading as ;M/S SHIVAM INDUSTRIES
NEAR RAJGIR GATE, RAJGIR, NALANDA – 803116, BIHAR, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Merchants
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :03/02/2016
KOLKATA
WASHING POWDER AND CAKE BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
PAN ASIA

3185484  15/02/2016

MANOJ KUMAR B.

trading as ;M. G. KITCHENWARE

# 154/1, 1ST FLOOR, 8TH CROSS, 4TH MAIN, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES

410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.

Used Since :01/01/1999

CHENNAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3186425    15/02/2016

AAYU ANALYTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AAYU ANALYTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
40/203, FF, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
GIGIL
3187721  16/02/2016
ANUJ MITTAL
trading as ;ANUJ MITTAL
11/17, KAVERI PATH, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
ANUJ MITTAL
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirsi road, Jaipur 302012
Used Since :01/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
CREAM, FACE PACK, GEL, SCRUB, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, COSMETICS, PERSONAL AND
BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
UVSMART
3188026  16/02/2016
LIFESTAR PHARMA PVT. LTD.
208, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI-110020
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters
A COMPANY Duly ORGANIZED AND existing UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres, 23B, Ahripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700 019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, deodorants, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
3188918   17/02/2016
K.S. BALAKRISHNA SETTY
No-1/9, 8th Cross, Magadi Road, Bengaluru - 560023, Karnataka
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Incense Sticks
3188922    17/02/2016
K.S. BALAKRISHNA SETTY
No-1/9, 8th Cross, Magadi Road, Bengaluru - 560023, Karnataka
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Incense Sticks
3189865    19/02/2016
UNITED PETROCHEM PVT. LTD.
trading as :UNITED PETROCHEM PVT. LTD.
44/1, MAIN MATHURA ROAD, SIKRI, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121004.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZBRINY
15E, POCKET 2, M.I.G. FLATS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI 110096
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
AUTOMAX

3189866   19/02/2016
UNITED PETROCHEM PVT. LTD.
44/1, MAIN MATHURA ROAD, SIKRI, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121004.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZBRINY
15E, POCKET 2, M.I.G. FLATS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI 110096
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
3189865
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.; INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3189925  19/02/2016
RAJA.M
trading as: RAJA CHEMICALS
FLAT NO. 6 KARTHIK AVENUE 8TH STREET EVP PRABHU AVENUE PHARANIPUTHUR POST CHENNAI-600122
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCO U RING
AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, HAERLOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, PERSPIRATION, TOILETRI, COSMETIC ADIES1VES, AIR
FRAGINANTS, OILS, ASTRINGENTS, BAIJMS, BATH SALTS, CLEANING P REPARATION S, COBBLENS WAX, COLORANTS
FOR TOILET PURPOSES, COTTON WOOL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COSMETICS FOR ANIMALS, DENTAL
BLEACHINGGELS, EMERY PAPER, COSMETIC DYES, DRY-CLEANING PREPARATIONS, DRYING AGENTS FOR
DISHWASHING MACH INES, PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES.
MUFASA
3190245  19/02/2016
AJAY ARORA
trading as ; MANAK CHEMICALS
E-628, PHASE-VII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
Washing Soap, Washing Powder, Hand Wash, Car Wash, Detergent Cakes, Detergent Powder, Liquid Detergent, Bathing Soap, Hand Sanitizers, Toilet Soap, Toilet Cleaner, Blue, Floor Cleaner, Glass Cleaner, Liquid Detergents, Laundry Soap, Dish Washers, Shampoo; Room Fresheners & Disinfectants included in class 3.
RED BLACK

3190480  19/02/2016
LAKHVIR CHAND BANSAL
trading as ;SHRI NAINA INDUSTRIES
V.P.O. RAUNI, TEH. PAYAL, KHANNA, DISTT. LUDHIANA-141415 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHHTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
3190939  19/02/2016
B.BHASKARAN
trading as ;VISHNUPRIYA ORGANIKS
No.10, Omsakthi Nagar, 1st Street, Nemmilicherry, Chromepet, Chennai – 600 044.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LIQUID DETERGENT, DETERGENT POWDER, CAKES & CLEANING POWDERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
TRIBOOST
3191477  22/02/2016
ANAND GANDHI
trading as; AMWILL HEALTHCARE
NO.157, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND MAIN ROAD, 3RD CROSS, CHAMRAJPET, BANGALORE - 560018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 21/12/2015

CHENNAI
PERFUMES, TOILET WATER, GELS, BODY LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDER FOR THE FACE, LIPSTICK, NAIL POLISH,
BINDI, SINDOOR, BLEACHING PREPARATION, SUN CARE PREPARATIONS (COSMETIC PRODUCTS) MAKE UP
PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOOS, GELS, SPRAY, TOILET DETERGENT POWDER, WASHING, WASHING SOAPS, PHENYL,
SCRUB, BLUE LIQUID AND POWDER, CAR WASH, WAX POLISH, PERFUMED STICKS, AIR FRESHENER, SHAVING
CREAM, GEL, AFTER SHAVE LOTION, TOOTH PASTE, TOOTH POWDER, MOUTH WASH (NON-MEDIATED); HOT WAX,
COLD WAX, AS PER
3191483   22/02/2016
NISSAN JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
trading as ;NISSAN MOTOR CO.
NO.2, TAKARA-CHO, KANAGAWA-KU, YOKOHAMA-SHI, KANAGAWA-KEN, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERFUME, EAU DE COLOGNE.
370Z
3191484  22/02/2016
NISSAN JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
trading as ;NISSAN MOTOR CO.
NO.2, TAKARA-CHO, KANAGAWA-KU, YOKOHAMA-SHI, KANAGAWA-KEN, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERFUME, EAU DE COLOGNE.
3191680  19/02/2016
N.MOHAMED FAROOK
trading as ;WIN SOAP WORKS
NO.332, SEELAPADI, TRICHY ROAD, DINDUGAL-624 005, DINDUGAL DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/09/2015
CHENNAI
DETERGENT SOAP, DISHWASHER DETERGENTS IN POWDER FORM, BATH SOAPS AND NON-SLIPPING LIQUIDS FOR FLOORS
3191681 19/02/2016
N.MOHAMED FAROOK
trading as ;WIN SOAP WORKS
NO.332, SEELAPADI, TRICHY ROAD, DINDUGAL-624 005, DINDUGAL DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :19/02/2015
CHENNAI
DETERGENT SOAP, DISHWASHER DETERGENTS IN POWDER FORM, BATH SOAPS AND NON SLIPPING LIQUIDS FOR FLOORS
AMALTAS
3191744   23/02/2016
SAHELI ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO. 51, HATAMPURA, NEAR IMAMBADA, KHANDWA (M.P.) (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
MEHANDI CONES AND MEHANDI POWDER IN CLASS-03
AYSUN

3192116  20/02/2016
AYSUN PERSONAL CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as M/s AYSUN PERSONAL CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. SI-91, Phase II, Ind Area, Chandigarh
Manufacturers and Merchants
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
# 404, GH-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana
Used Since :15/02/2016

DELHI

cosmetics, perfumes, scents, sprays, nail polish, fragrances, powders, lavenders, tooth pastes, tooth powder, hair oils, herbals, creams, pomades
3192398  22/02/2016
HEMANT SOOD
CHANDER SHEKHAR
trading as :FINDOC SONS
4TH FLOOR, KARTAR BHAWAN, NEAR PAU GATE NO.1, FEROZEPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERchants & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations & other Substances for Laundry use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring & Abrasive Preparations;
Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions & Dentifrices.
ORGAPURE
3192493    22/02/2016
TIRUPATI MEDICARE LTD.
trading as ;TIRUPATI MEDICARE LTD.
NAHAN ROAD, PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR-173025 (HIMACHAL PRADESH)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
Cosmetics including Essential Oils, Hair Oils, Hair Lotion; Face Wash, Hand Wash, Shampoo; Beauty & Skin Care Products.
OBACT

3192656    23/02/2016
GORAN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
G.I.D.C.-I, BHAVNAGAR ROAD, SIHOR-364 240. GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, SOAPS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
COCOINTEL
3193307  24/02/2016

MARICO LIMITED
GRANDE PALLADIUM, 7TH FLOOR, 175, CST ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400 098, MAHARASTRA
STATE
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HAIR OIL, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR GROWING PREPARATIONS, HAIR GROWING WASHES, HAIR PRESERVING
PREPARATIONS, HAIR TONICS, HAIR RESTORERS, HAIR DYES, HAIR CREAMS AND CONDITIONERS, DENTIFRICES,
TOILET PREPARATIONS AND SHAMPOOS, SOAPS OF ALL KINDS, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING, BLEACHING
AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, NATURAL FLAVORINGS, DETERGENT,
SHAVING SOAPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3194195    24/02/2016
AVINASH BATRA
trading as ;M/s. B.J. PRODUCTS
146, Chandraprabha Nagar, Opposite M.P.E.B. Division Office, Barghat Road, Seoni - 480661, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/10/2001
To be associated with:
2483272
MUMBAI
Perfumery, Incense
BRIGHT LIFE SHOPY

3196602  26/02/2016

BRIGHT LIFE SHOPY
L-149, TOP Floor, Anand Nagar, Inder Lok, Delhi - 110035
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :26/02/2016

DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices as included in class 3.
3196745    26/02/2016
MRS. RANJANA SRIVASTAVA
438, HIMGIRI APPARTMENTS, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HERBAL AND AROMATIC, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
3196915    27/02/2016
M/S.SAMARTH INDUSTRIES.
trading as ;M/s.Samarth Industries.
Plot No.234,Ring Road,Aptenagar,Kolhapur-416010.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :04/02/2016
MUMBAI
INCENSE STICK, LOBAN & MATERIALS USED FOR WORSHIP (HAWAN PURPOSE)
Swarnam
3197423    27/02/2016
RUPALI SINGH
31/25 A, Patel Nagar, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh - 208007
Manufacturer And Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since: 05/02/2016
DELHI
Incense sticks.
F.A.Q
FABULOUS AND QUALITY

3197624  29/02/2016
MISTI VEDIK LIFE LTD.
5-A, 144 N.I.T., FARIDABAD, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 3

3197808  29/02/2016
VIJAYSINGH C. SANKLA
trading as; RAJ GRUH UDHYOG
450, JANTANAGAR, RAMOL ROAD, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.D.PATEL & CO.
207, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA COMPLEX, OPP. TEN ACERS, O/S RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380022, GUJARAT-INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2005
AHMEDABAD
STICKER KUMKUM BINDI INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 3

3197970  29/02/2016
VINEET CHUGH
trading as :SEEMA COSMETICS
53B/5 RAMA ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since :15/12/1985

DELHI
LIPSTICK, HAIR OIL, FACIAL CREAM, COLD CREAM, SHAPOOS, PERFUMES (LIQUID), KAJAL, TURMERIC VANISHING CREAM, LIP GUARD, SINDUR, SINDUR TELCUM POWDER, EYELINER, MUSSKARA AND NAIL POLISH INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3198329  29/02/2016
BHUPINDER SINGH KOCHAR
trading as : MAJA HEALTH CARE DIVISION
G-59 MEZZANINE FLOOR MARINA ARCADE CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI 110001
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25
Used Since : 01/02/2016
DELHI
cosmetics, soap, lotions, creams, shampoo, talcum powder, body spray, deodorants, moisturising cream, perfumery, essential oils, henna
TARUN SARAF
804/A, KRISHNA KUNJ, SALASARBRIJ BHUMI, 150, FEET ROAD, BHAYANDAR (WEST), THANE-401101, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS (NON-MEDICATED), SOAPS; CREAMS AND LOTIONS (NON-MEDICATED) MOISTURISING LOTIONS, PERFUMES AND PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS, ESSENTIAL OILS; HAIR OIL AND LOTIONS, OILS FOR MASSAGING THE BODY, SHAMPOOS, DENTIFRICES, TOILET AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; TALCUM POWDERS, DEODORANTS, DETERGENTS, AGARBATTIS, INCENSE STICKS AND DHOOP, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR laUDRY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016 Class 3

3199093 01/03/2016
JASWANT B. LODHA
YOGESH B. LODHA.
trading as ;SURAJ INC
SANKALP APARTMENT, FLAT NO. 5, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR 24, PLOT NO. 362, NEAR URSULA HIGH SCHOOL, NIGDI PRADHIKARAN, PUNE - 411044.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :26/02/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF AIR FRESHENER, BODY SPRAY, ATTAR, PERFUME, HAIR GEL, SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING LOTION, ESSENTIAL OIL, TALC AND AGGARBATTI
Ulzzang

3199479  01/03/2016
MR. RASHMIKANT BHASKAR MOHILE
597, KUMKUM, FLAT 301, 16TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
COSMETICS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
CLAROFAIR

3202208  04/03/2016

PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT LTD
A/501, KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTA MANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SOAPS, FACEWASH, BODY WASH, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CREAM, HAIR GEL, SKIN CREAMS, LOTION AND
GEL, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPOOS
CLAROTOP

3202209   04/03/2016

PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT. LTD.
A/501, KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTA MANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055, INDIA

MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SOAPS, FACEWASH, BODY WASH, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CREAM, HAIR GEL, SKIN CREAMS, LOTION AND GEL, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPOOS
CLAROBELA

3202210  04/03/2016
PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT. LTD.
A/501, KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTA MANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SOAPS, FACEWASH, BODY WASH, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CREAM, HAIR GEL, SKIN CREAMS, LOTION AND
GEL, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPOOS
CLAROVERA

3202211 04/03/2016

PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT. LTD.
A/501, KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTA MANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055, INDIA

MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, FACEWASH, BODY WASH, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CREAM, HAIR GEL, SKIN CREAMS, LOTION AND GEL, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPOOS
CURCUGLO

3202213  04/03/2016

PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT. LTD.
A/501, KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTA MANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SOAPS, FACEWASH, BODY WASH, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CREAM, HAIR GEL, SKIN CREAMS, LOTION AND
GEL, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPOOS
3202975  07/03/2016

TEJINDER SINGH
A-20, SUDERSHAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110015.
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/03/2016

DELHI
PERFUMES, SANITIZER,ROOM FRESHNERS AND COSMETICS.

MAAN'S
3203107    05/03/2016
VISHNUMAYA
trading as ;M/S NARSINGHA ENTERPRISES
MAJANOO CHAURAHA, KUSHARA DOHRiyABAZAR, JUNGLE KAUDIYA, GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
102, R-20, PRATAP COMPLEX MAIN VIKAS MARG, SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092
Used Since :23/02/2016
DELHI
DETERGENT INCLUDING DETERGENT CAKES, DETERGENT POWDER, LIQUID DETERGENT, CLEANING POWDER, DISH WASHING BAR, SOAPS
MANAV RACHNA

3203649  07/03/2016
MANAV RACHNA VIDYANTARIKSHA PVT. LTD.
OFFICE-5-E-1A, B.P., NIT, FARIDABAD
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2166883

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
3203733 07/03/2016
Subash Chandra Nayak
trading as ;SAMPARK AGARBATTI CO.
At: New Babaja, Anlo, Cuttack, Odisha
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :01/02/2016
KOLKATA
AGARBATI
3205077   09/03/2016
MR. DEEPAK MALIK, MR. ANISH MALIK & MR. AMIT MANCHANDA
197, GOPAL PARK, CHANDER NAGAR, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
COSMETICS.
3206979    11/03/2016
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :02/01/2015
To be associated with:
1521986, 3206960, 3206961, 3206965, 3206966, 3206967, 3206968, 3206969, 3206970, 3206971, 3206972, 3206973, 3206974, 3206975, 3206976, 3206977, 3206978
DELHI
ROOM FRESHENER.
3208900  14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA.
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI- 400051.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/09/2015
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3209080   14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA.
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI- 400051.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :24/09/2010
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
KERASTEM

3210029  15/03/2016
GEOSMATIC C AND C PVT. LTD.,
PLATINA 2ND AND 4TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 1/10/16, NEAR BANK OF MAHARASHTRA, BAVDHAN KH, PUNE - 411 021.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956),
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :03/03/2016
MUMBAI
COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
JE, TU, IL
Priority claimed from 17/09/2015; Application No.: 15/4210613; France
3210205 14/03/2016
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER
2, rue du Pont-Neuf, 75001 Paris, France
Manufacturers
A company organised and existing under the laws of France.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing and scouring preparations; cleaning preparations; oils for cleaning purposes; preservatives for leather [polishes]; leather bleaching preparations; polishing creams; creams for leather; shoe cream; shoe polish; polish; shoemakers’ wax; perfumery; perfumes; toilet water; eau de parfum; eau de Cologne; bases for perfumes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; essential oils; air freshening preparations; potpourris [fragrances]; incense; cosmetic preparations for skin care and lips care; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetic lotions; beauty masks; cosmetics products for hands, face and body; cosmetic products for hair care; detangling products; hair lotions; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for hair (cosmetics); hair dyes; fixing creams and fixing gels for hair; hair sprays; depilatory creams; depilatory wax; shaving preparations; shaving soap; shaving foam; after-shave products; sunscreen preparations for cosmetic purposes; toiletries; dentifrices; soap; shampoos; shower gel; bath gel; bath oils [for cosmetic use]; cosmetic bath salts; bath foam; bath pearls [for cosmetic use]; Talcum powder, for toilet use; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; deodorants for human beings; make-up preparations; lipsticks; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; self-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; mascara; make-up powder; eye-shadow; make-up pencils; make-up removing preparations; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; temporary tattoos for body and nails (cosmetics); cosmetic kits and make-up kits; products for the care and grooming of nails; nail varnish for cosmetic purposes; nail protectors; nail polish; nail polish removers; false nails; false nails kits; adhesives for affixing false nails.
3210482  15/03/2016
PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWALA
AMIT MOUR
SANJAY KHETAWAT
SHIWAJI PD JAISWAL
PAWAN KUMAR AGARWALA
GANESH SHARMA
trading as ;SHREE BHAWANI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE: KOKJHAR, P.O. & P.S. PALASBARI, MIRZA, DIST. KAMRUP, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MANDOVI APPARTMENT, 1ST FLOOR, 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, OPP. RABINDRA BHAWAN, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781 003, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES Falling under Class 03
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED
Plot No. PLOT NO. R 847/1/1, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, RABALE, NAVI MUMBAI - 400701 STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Used Since : 15/12/2009

MUMBAI
COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAPS, DENTIFRICES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, SANITARY PREPARATIONS BEING TOILETRIES, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 03
3211496    16/03/2016
NITIN KEDIA
A/902, PLOT 24, SWEET HOME, MHADA, BEHIND JANKIDEVI SCHOOL, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400053
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :12/04/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PERFUMES; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
SUNONOMICS

3211809   15/03/2016
VISHAL SEHGAL
trading as ;BEAUTYONOMICS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
39 A, First Floor, Ram Nagar Extention, Krishna Nagar, Delhi - 110051, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
ONE PERSON COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBHIR ADVOCATE
F-192-B,ROAD NO.2,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-92
Used Since :16/11/2015
DELHI
Cosmetics as included in class 3
ACNEONOMICS

3211810    15/03/2016
VISHAL SEHGAL
trading as ;BEAUTYONOMICS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
39 A, First Floor, Ram Nagar Extension, Krishna Nagar, Delhi - 110051, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
ONE PERSON COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBHIR ADVOCATE
F-192-B,ROAD NO.2,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-92
Used Since :16/11/2015
DELHI
Cosmetics as included in class 3
HAIRONOMICS
3211811  15/03/2016
VISHAL SEHGAL
trading as ;BEAUTYONOMICS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
39 A, First Floor, Ram Nagar Extention, Krishna Nagar, Delhi - 110051, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
ONE PERSON COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBHIR ADVOCATE
F-192-B,ROAD NO.2,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-92
Used Since :16/11/2015
DELHI
Cosmetics as included in class 3
MOISTONOMICS

3211812    15/03/2016
VISHAL SEHGAL
trading as ;BEAUTYONOMICS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED

39 A, First Floor, Ram Nagar Extention, Krishna Nagar, Delhi - 110051, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
ONE PERSON COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBHIR ADVOCATE
F-192-B,ROAD NO.2,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-92

Used Since :16/11/2015

DELHI
Cosmetics as included in class 3
FOOTONOMICS
3211813    15/03/2016
VISHAL SEHGAL
trading as ; BEAUTYONOMICS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
39 A, First Floor, Ram Nagar Extension, Krishna Nagar, Delhi - 110051, India
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
ONE PERSON COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBHIR ADVOCATE
F-192-B, ROAD NO.2, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 16/11/2015
DELHI
Cosmetics as included in class 3
VITONOMICS

3211814    15/03/2016

VISHAL SEHGAL

trading as ; BEAUTYONOMICS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED

39 A, First Floor, Ram Nagar Extention, Krishna Nagar, Delhi - 110051, India

MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

ONE PERSON COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBHIR ADVOCATE

F-192-B, ROAD NO.2, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since : 16/11/2015

DELHI

Cosmetics as included in class 3
NUSKAA
3213117   17/03/2016
DIVYANI GARG
SADABAD GATE, HATHRAS, UTTAR PRADESH
Manufacturer & Merchant
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3213117
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR OILS, HAIR COLOURS & DYES, HEENA, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, PETROLEUM JELLY, REMOVERS, DEODORANTS, CREAMS, SCRUBS, TALCUM POWDER, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, GELS, LIPSTICKS, LIP-GLOSS, NAIL POLISH/PAINT, BODY WASH, FACE WASH, WAXES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, ROSE WATER, VERMILION, SHAVING CREAMS, FOAMS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, TOOTHPASTES, MOUTHWASH, SOAPS, DETERGENTS.
                                                                  नृस्खा

3213118  17/03/2016
DIVYANI GARG
SADABAD GATE, HATHRAS, UTTAR PRADESH
Manufacturer & Merchant
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR OILS, HAIR COLOURS & DYES, HEENA, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, PETROLEUM JELLY, REMOVERS, DEODORANTS, CREAMS, SCRUBS, TALCUM POWDER, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, GELS, LIPSTICKS, LIP-GLOSS, NAIL POLISH/PAINT, BODY WASH, FACE WASH, WAXES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, ROSE WATER, VERMILION, SHAVING CREAMS, FOAMS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, TOOTHPASTES, MOUTHWASH, SOAPS, DETERGENTS.
3213133  17/03/2016
SH. JAI KISHAN.
trading as :J. D. COLLECTION.
I-9, 64-65, 1ST FLOOR, ROHINI SECTOR-16, DELHI-110089. INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
BINDI, KUM-KUM, FOUNDATION CREAM, COLD CREAM, FAIRNESS CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM, BLEACH CREAM,
LIPSTICK, COMPACT POWDER, SINDOOR (LIQUID & STICK), KAJAL, ROSE WATER, FACIAL KIT, HAIR REMOVER, NAIL
POLICE, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, NAIL REMOVER & COSMETICS.
3213134 17/03/2016
SH. JAI KISHAN.
trading as ;J. D. COLLECTION.
I-9, 64-65, 1ST FLOOR, ROHINI SECTOR-16, DELHI-110089. INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI
BINDI, KUM-KUM, FOUNDATION CREAM, COLD CREAM, FAIRNESS CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM, BLEACH CREAM, LIPSTICK, COMPACT POWDER, SINDOOR (LIQUID & STICK), KAJAL, ROSE WATER, FACIAL KIT, HAIR REMOVER, NAIL POLICE, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, NAIL REMOVER & COSMETICS.
SHUBHANAND
3213892  17/03/2016
M/S.SHUBHANAND PHARMA.
trading as ;M/s.Shubhanand Pharma.
Raj Medical,Sansar,Tal-Indapur,Dist-Pune-4112104.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :17/02/2016
Mumbai
BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SOURCING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
ANCOTT

3213901    17/03/2016
ANIL COTTAGE INDUSTRIES
trading as : Anil Cottage Industries
A-31, MIDC, Wardha-442006
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 01/01/2015

MUMBAI
Fragrances & Perfumery
SHEENLAC INSPIRE CREATIVITY

3214755  19/03/2016
Sphinax Chemical Industries Private Limited
Old No. 109B, New No. 124, Developed Plots, Sidco Industrial Estate, Ambattur, Chennai-600 098, Tamil Nadu.
Manufacturer and Merchant
A company duly registered under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. Swami Co.
No. 3 Playground View Street, Nandanam Extn., Chennai - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
632179, 2018656, 2231809, 2231810, 2639500

Chennai
Paint Stripping Preparations; Paint Removers; Polishing Preparations.
3214986  21/03/2016
MANOJKUMAR JAYANTIBHAI PATEL
trading as :NARAYANDAS LIQUID PRODUCTS
PLOT NO: 9, CHAND INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VILLAGE: MASMA, TA: OLPAD, DIST. SURAT, PIN 394540
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :16/03/2016

AHMEDABAD
DISH WASH LIQUID, CLEANING, POLISHING SOAPS, ESSENTIAL OILS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SMARTEYEZ
3215692   19/03/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
Manufacturers and Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
EYELUV
3215698    19/03/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
Manufacturers and Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
NEELAMBUJ
3215719  18/03/2016
MITHILESH KUMAR
trading as; SINDUR, BIBHUTI BHASMA, GOPI KUKUM TILAK, ASHTAGANDHA, KUMKUM TILAK, ROLI, GULAL, INCENSE STICK, HAWAN SAMGRI, POJAN
3/969 - RAMPUR, RAMNAGAR, VARANASI (U.P.) - 221008
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ONEMARK CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
S 8/108 A-KH, PRASHANTPURI, D.I.G. COLONY, VARANASI
Used Since: 01/02/1998
DELHI
SINDUR, BIBHUTI BHASMA, GOPI KUMKUM TILAK, ASHTAGANDHA, KUMKUM TILAK, ROLI, GULAL, INCENSE STICK, HAWAN SAMGRI WITH ALL KIND OF POOJAN SAMGRI INCLUDING CALLS 3
TRESOR

3216569  21/03/2016
LANCOME PARFUMS ET BEAUTE & CIE
29 Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, 75008 Paris – France
Manufacturers and Merchants
société en nom collectif

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Used Since : 25/04/1947

To be associated with:
2533241

DELHI
Perfume, eau de toilette ; gels, salts for the bath and the shower not for medical purpose ; toilet soaps, body deodorants ; cosmetics namely creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, the body and the hands ; sun care preparations (cosmetic products) ; make-up preparations ; shampoos ; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for the hair styling and hair care ; hair lacquers ; hair colouring and hair decolorant preparations ; permanent waving and curling preparations ; essential oils for personal use.
MISHEGOSS
3216912    22/03/2016
JAVAAD AHMAD PAMPORI
trading as ;TORPEDO ENTERPRISES
GASSI HOUSE, 2ND BUILDING, THIRD FLOOR, NEAR L.D. HOSPITAL WAZIR BAGH, SRINAGAR, J&K -190008.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3144980

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, SKIN CARE
PREPARATIONS, OILS, CREAMS & LOTIONS, MASCARA, MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, SUN PROTECTION
PREPARATIONS, NAIL POLISH, LIPSTICK, LIP LINER, SKIN FOUNDATION CREAM, BLUSH, FACE CONCEALER, FACE
COMPACT & PRESSSED POWDER, EYE KAJAL & EYE COLOR PENCIL, EYE SHADOW, EYE GEL LINER, LIQUID EYE
LINER, FACE PRIMER, SKIN BLEACH, MAKE UP PALETTE, BRONZER, TOILETRIES, EYEBROW PENCILS, NAIL PAINT
REMOVER, AROMATICS PERFUMES.
NAVNETRI AROMAS

3220868  28/03/2016

BHUPENDER YADAV

trading as ;BHUPENDER YADAV

KANWALI, REWARI, HARYANA-123411, INDIA

TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.

H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Used Since :22/03/2016

To be associated with:

3195267

DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, CARRIER OILS, COSMETICS, HAIL LOTIONS & DENTIFRICES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT EXCLUSIVE OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
Romantic Bird

3221723  29/03/2016
ASHUTOSH MITTAL
trading as ;The Big Wish
G-103, Shri Sai Baba Appartments, Sector-9, Rohini, Delhi-110085
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since :01/03/2016

DELHI
LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP CREAM, LIP CONDITIONERS, LIP LINERS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL-POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL POLISH PENS, MAKE-UP PALETTES MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, EYE SHADOWS, MASCARA, ELYELINER, FACE POWDER, SKIN WHITENING CREAMS, COSMETICS; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
MRPC
1607373   03/10/2007
CHARU GUPTA
trading as : CHARU GUPTA
OSWAL HOSPITAL ROAD, SHERPUR, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2004
DELHI
LUBRICANTS, INDUSTIRAL OILS AND GREASES.
2331629   15/05/2012
ANGOLA LNG LTD.
AVENIDA LENINE N 58 ANDAR AAA LUANDA ANGOLA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ANGOLA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE EXPRESSION ANGOLA
2331882  15/05/2012
WEICHAI POWER CO., LTD.
197, SECTION A, FU SHOU EAST STREET HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE WEIFANG CITY,
SHANDONG PROVINCE, P.R. CHINA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OIL; MOTOR OIL; LUBRICATING OIL; GEAR OIL; FUEL; INDUSTRIAL WAX; LAMP WICKS; DUST REMOVING
PREPARATIONS; ELECTRICAL ENERGY
THE CHARACTER APPEARING ON THE MARK REPRESENT THE WORDS WEI CHAI (Chinese character)
RAAY GLOBAL INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
S. NO 1A, F-1 IRANI MARKET COMPOUND, YERWADA, PUNE- 411006, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAEVE SH NAGINBHAI DESAI
116/118, BUSINESS CENTRE, KESAR RESIDENCY, ABOVE BHAGAVATI RESTAURNANT, NEAR CHARKOP MARKET,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WELTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS
(INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINATES; CANDLES, WICKS
MRS. KALPANA SANJEEVKUMAR KATARIYA
trading as : INSTA SPECIALITY CHEMICALS
IMRAT GALLI NO. B/23, RAIKARNAGAR, OPP. MOR BUNGALOW, DHAYARIGAON, SINHGAD ROAD, PUNE-411041
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Used Since: 22/12/2014

MUMBAI
RUST PREVENTING OIL
3006268    13/07/2015
PRASHANT ASHOK BHANDARKAR
VIRENDRA ASHOK BHANDARKAR
MRS. DEEPALI VINAY BIRARI
VINAY DATTATRAY BIRARI
trading as ;BRIOL LUBRICANTS
10, SATHE BAUG, 2ND FLOOR, M.G. ROAD, NASHIK-422001.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOBILE OIL, LUBRICANTS
INDIAN BUNKERING AND TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED

OFFICE NO. 42, 1ST FLOOR, CRYSTAL PLAZA, PLOT NO. 18/27, SECTOR-07, KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI - 410 210, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHD SHAKEEL KAYAMKHANI
OFFICE NO. 101 & 102, G-BLOCK, KHJANCHI MARKET, K. E. M. ROAD, BIKANER - 334 001, RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 25/06/2015

MUMBAI

GOODS FOR INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, FUELS AND OTHER ITEMS INCLUDING IN CLASS 4.
VERSHA JI

3125506 15/12/2015
NARENDER KUMAR
trading as: VERSHA JI
SHANTI NAGAR HISAR.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since: 01/01/2013
DELHI
NON EDIBLE OIL.
3142066  30/12/2015
ABAD FISHERIES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;ABAD FISHERIES PVT. LTD.,
1ST FLOOR, BAY PRIDE TOWER, MARINE DRIVE, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682 031, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES.
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :01/04/2015
CHENNAI
FISH OIL (NOT EDIBLE)
3166235    25/01/2016
MRS. AMARJIT KAUR ANAND.
trading as ;AUTO MORSE
3/1, B MODEL TOWN SOCIETY, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, COMBUSTIBLE OILS, NON EDIBLE OILS AND ESSENTIAL OILS, LUBRICANTS,
LUBRICANTS OILS, FUEL, FUEL GAS, MOTOR FUEL, GASOLINE, BRAKE FLUID, INDUSTRIAL GREASE, WAX, COOLENT
AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.
OVERDRIVE

3175991    03/02/2016
CHEMOLEUMS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
14, Thiruneermalai Road, Chrompet, Chennai 600 044, Tamil Nadu, India
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since :23/05/2014

CHENNAI
Lubricants
3177927    08/02/2016
K B LUBRICANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Office No 104, First Floor, Atul Commercial Complex, Gondal Road, Rajkot-360002, State -Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :05/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OIL AND FATS AND ESSENTIAL OILS), LUBRICANTS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT).
UMAX

3182066   11/02/2016
SHRI SHYAM SUNDER MISHRA
SHRI AMIT MAGOO
trading as ;NATURAL PETROCHEMICALS
PLOT NO.24-25, SHASTRI NAGAR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HISSAR ROAD, ROHTAK-124001, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 52
Used Since :27/05/2014
DELHI
GREASES, LUBRICANTS, GEAR OILS, INDUSTRIAL OILS
STOME

3183533   11/02/2016

ROHIT SINGLA

trading as ;Singla Enterprises, Plot No D 254, Industrial Focal Point PATIALA

321 Street No 3, Gurbax Colony, PATIALA (Pb)

Manufacturing Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH

H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since :01/12/2014

DELHI

Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting
3184691  15/02/2016
SANJEEV KUMAR
VIJAY KUMAR
RAJEEV KUMAR
SUDHA TANDON
trading as ;LUBE CHEM INDUSTRIES.
D-187, PHASE VI, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010.
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUDHIANA TRADE MARK CO.
1ST FLOOR, SATLAJ TOWER, CEMETARY ROAD, FOUNTAIN CHOWK, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS, ENGINE OILS, LUBRICATING OILS, GREASES AND LUBRICANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016 Class 4

3184822 15/02/2016
JINKALKUMAR BHARATBHAI PATEL
trading as ;SPIDIGO LUBRICANTS AND AUTOMOTIVE
E-26, TARUN NAGAR PART-2, MEMNAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380052
RETAILER, WHOLESeller AND TRADER
Used Since :07/02/2016

AHMEDABAD
MOTOR OIL, LUBRICANT OIL, VEHICLE LUBRICATION (GREASING), ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.
PAN ASIA

3185485  15/02/2016

MANOJ KUMAR B.

trading as ;M. G. KITCHENWARE

# 154/1, 1ST FLOOR, 8TH CROSS, 4TH MAIN, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES

410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.

Used Since :01/01/1999

CHENNAI

INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS FOR LIGHTING BEING INCLUDED
3189281  18/02/2016
BINAY SHANKAR JHA
trading as ; Sai Metal And Minerals
74-75, makara godawoon, near airport, Kusumba, Jalgaon, Dist. Jalgaon, 425003, Maharashtra, India.
Manufacturer & merchants
A PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
Industrial oils and greases, lubricants, Lubricating oil, automobile lubricants.
3191478  22/02/2016
C.V.SUBBA RAO
C.V.SURENDRABABU
trading as ;CVS WHOLESALE MARKETING
9/423, SIVALAYAM, STREET, PORADDATUR - 516360, A.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :25/12/2015
CHENNAI
LUBRICANTS
3191741  20/02/2016
KRONOKARE COSMETICS PVT. LTD
F 314 Lado Sarai, New-Delhi 30, INDIA
Manufacturers and Merchants
Pvt. Ltd. Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17
Used Since :31/01/2013

DELHI
Scented Candles
3192399    22/02/2016
HEMANT SOOD
CHANDER SHEKHAR
trading as : FINDOC SONS
4TH FLOOR, KARTAR BHAWAN, NEAR PAU GATE NO.1, FEROZEPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial Oils & Greases; Lubricants; Dust Absorbing, Wetting & Binding Compositions; Fuels (including motor spirit) & Illuminants; Candles & Wicks.
3192901  23/02/2016
DHARMESHKUMAR DEVRAJBHAI VAGHASIYA
trading as ;SAIGON
43, Ramdev Row House Society, Yogi Chowk, Punagam, Surat - 394210
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Used Since :31/01/2015
To be associated with:
3025983
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OIL AND GREASES, LUBRICATING OIL AND GREASES, COOLANT, MOTOR OIL, GEAR OIL, 2 T OIL, BRAKE FLUID AND FUELS.
3196682    26/02/2016
LIVA LUBRICANTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;LIVA LUBRICANTS PVT. LTD.
BLOCK NO. 203, PAIKI, PLOT NO. 3, HARIYAL, KARANJ, TAL:MANDVI, DIST:SURAT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
LUBRICATING OIL AND GREASE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/02/2016

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF LUBRICANTS OIL AND GREASE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 04.
3197547   27/02/2016
HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION LTD.
trading as ;HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION LTD.
PETROLEUM HOUSE, 17, J. TATA RD., MUMBAI-400 020
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 30/01/2014

MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OILS AND FATS AND ESSENTIAL OILS); LUBRICANTS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR FUELS), ADDITIVES FOR OILS AND FUELS; DIESEL, PETROL, KEROSENE; AVIATION FUEL AND JET FUEL; LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS; NATURAL GAS, COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS, LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS; CANDLES AND WICKS.
MANAV RACHNA

3203648  07/03/2016
MANAV RACHNA VIDYANTARIKSHA PVT. LTD.
OFFICE-5-E-1A, B.P., NIT, FARIDABAD
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2166884

DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS.
DURGESH ASHOKKUMAR SHARMA
trading as; RUDRAKSH LUBRICANTS
SHOP NO. 8, VASANT BLAZE, SUNDEVAN SOCIETY, DHARAMPUR ROAD, ABRAMA, VALSAD-396001, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LUBRICATING OIL.
3208901   14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400 051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/09/2015
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OILS AND FATS AND ESSENTIAL OILS); LUBRICANTS; DUST
LAYING AND ABSORBING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES,
TAPERS, NIGHTLIGHTS AND WICKS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 4
3209081  14/03/2016
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400 051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :24/09/2010
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OILS AND FATS AND ESSENTIAL OILS); LUBRICANTS; DUST
LAYING AND ABSORBING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES,
TAPERS, NIGHTLIGHTS AND WICKS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 4
3209279    12/03/2016
VIVEK KUMAR
A-4/98, JANTA FLATS, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :10/03/2016
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OIL, LUBRICANTS, COOLANT, BREAK OIL, GREASE ENGINE OIL, GEAR OIL.
3210483 15/03/2016
PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWALA
AMIT MOUR
SANJAY KHETAWAT
SHIWAJI PD JAI$WAL
PAWAN KUMAR AGARWALA
GANESH SHARMA
trading as ;SHREE BHAWANI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE:KOKJHAR,P.O.& P.S.PALASBARI,MIRZA,DIST.KAMRUP, GUWAHATI,ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS.PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O: AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES,MANDOVI APARTMENT,1ST FLOOR,1A,G.N.B. ROAD,OPP.RABINDRA BHAWAN,GuWAHATI,ASSAM,PIN 781 003,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS Falling under Class 04
3211882   16/03/2016
RADHEY SHYAM.
Q-BLOCK, PREM NAGAR 2ND, NANGLOI, DELHI-110041, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, 2 T. Oil, Brake Fluid and fuels (including Motor spirit).
MULTI RACE FORCE LUBRICANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. 62, NEAR BSA COLLEGE, HANUMAN MANDIR GALI NO. 6, ANAND PURI , MATHURA , UP-281004.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :22/06/2015
DELHI
LUBRICANT OIL, GREASE.
3214253   18/03/2016
MR. KUSHAL PAL SINGH
trading as :NEW HOLAND LUBE
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :22/06/2015
DELHI
LUBRICANTS OIL, GREASE.
PARARACE

1235678  12/09/2003
RAJESH KASAT
trading as ;WOOD GERMAN BIOTECH
VARDHMAN ROYAL PLAZA, 107,109, PLOT NO.6, LOCAL SHOPING COMPLEX, GUJRANWALA TOWN, PART - I, DELHI - MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATE.
1ST FLOOR, 34 CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS.
WELLNESS VISA

1536794   05/03/2007
KARAN
trading as ;KUDOS LABORATORIES INDIA
16 RAJINDER PARK-1ST FLOOR, N. DELHI-60
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Used Since :05/01/1992
DELHI
AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1536793.
HITE AID

1541999  21/03/2007

Bakson Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.
A - 51, NDSE, PART - I, NEW DELHI - 110 049, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
BRY - ITCH

1597299  05/09/2007

Dr. Aswini Kumar

trading as ;M/S Bryswells Healthcare

361, Arya Samaj Road Ramnagar Roorkee.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VENUKA KUMARIA.

5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI

MEDICINES.
PACE BIOLOGIC
1684912  08/05/2008
RAKESH KUMAR GOEL
RAKESH KUMAR GOEL
RANJANA GOEL
VILL. KHARI
MAUZA OGLI
RANJANA GOEL
trading as :PACE PHARMACEUTICS
VILL. KHARI, MAUZA OGLI, SADHAURA ROAD, KALA AMB, DISTT. HIRMOUR, HP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA,
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.

Used Since :24/11/2007

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
STROPASE
1743814  15/10/2008
YOGESH GUPTA
trading as ;ANGEL CARE PHARMA
6-B NAVYUG APPARTMENTS VIKASPURI DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
AN INDIAN
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
1743815   15/10/2008
YOGESH GUPTA
trading as : ANGEL CARE PHARMA
6-B NAVYUG APPARTMENTS VIKASPUR DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
AN INDIAN
Used Since : 01/04/2008
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
M/S PSYCHOTROPICS INDIA LTD.
A - 32, DLF, SECTOR - 11, FARIDABAD - 121 006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
THE COMPANY IS REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
91, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ALL TYPE OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
EDIPACE
1772775  09/01/2009
PARMINDER SINGH
trading as ;EDISON ORGANICS
SCO 231 2ND FLOOR MOTOR MARKET MANI MAJRA CHANDIGARH
MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 171926
Used Since :07/07/2007
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1754585
STRESS-GO
1773790  13/01/2009
MEGAVET HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
80 VIKAS NAGAR HISAR-125001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJEEV CHAUHAN (ADV.)
320, SYNDICATE HOUSE, INDERLOK, OLD ROHTAK ROAD, DELHI-35.
Used Since : 15/05/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY AND HUMAN USE.
1810609  23/04/2009
ELFIN DRUGS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ELFIN DRUGS PVT. LTD.
E-206 INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-8-B, SAS NAGAR MOHALI PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
ELFIN DRUGS PVT. LTD. 
E-206 INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-8-B, SAS NAGAR MOHALI PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MUKUND HEALTH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
trading as ;MUKUND HEALTH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
C-38 SEC-62 NOIDA-201301 DISTT.GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }

**Proposed to be Used**

**DELHI**
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS VETERINARY & SANITARY PREPARATIONE ANTISEPTIC PREPARATIONS; ANTIBACTERIAL PREPARATIONS;DESLINING PREPARATIONS; GERMICIDES, ARTK LES IMPREGNATED WITH DISINFECTANT OR ANTI BACTERIAL PRODUCTS; INSECTICIDES AND MATRICIDES; INSECT REPELLANTS PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING AND REPPELLING VERMIN; FINGERINGS; AIR FRESHENING PREPARATIONS; AIR PURIFYING PREPARATIONS; DEODORANTS AND DEODORISERS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD HEALTH.
1942772 29/03/2010
CAREWELL REPELLENTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;CAREWELL REPELLENTS PVT. LTD.
32, COSSIPORE ROAD, KOLKATA-700 002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40, WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.
Used Since :07/01/2007
KOLKATA
MOSQUITO COILS, MOSQUITO MATS, MOSQUITO ELECTRO LIQUID VAPORISER, CREAM, SPRAY AND OTHER FORMS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
BROGLITZ

2074970  24/12/2010
P.RAMESH
D.KAMALAKANNAN

trading as ;QBROS HEALTHCARE
NO.73A, MAIN ROAD, PUDUPALAYAM CUDDALORE-607001, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MARKETERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARTIONS AND SUBSTANCES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
MONTUA-LC

2078494   31/12/2010
DEA-DELLA LIFE SCIENCES (P) LTD
trading as ;DEA-DELLA LIFE SCIENCES (P) LTD
NO.482, 10TH G MAIN, 6TH BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE-560 010,KARNATAKA, INDIA
MARKETERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY, REGISTERED AS PER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :20/12/2010

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2081723  06/01/2011
SANO LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SANO LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
4-6-195/3, SECOND FLOOR, OPP. SRINIKETHAN SCHOOL, RAMBAGH, ATTAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500 048, TELANGANA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ABOVE BRAND NAME CONTAINS PHARMACEUTICAL INGREDIENTS USED FOR INCREASING HEMOGLOBIN LEVELS.- UNDER CLASS-5
SEPTIFECT B

2087888  21/01/2011
UTTARANCHAL BIOTECH LIMITED
2005, KENT GARDEN, TPS-III, FACTORY LANE, OPP. JAMBLI GALI, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER B SEPERATELY
2108668  03/03/2011
DR. STANLEY JONES SIDDHA PHARMACY PVT. LTD.
trading as ;DR. STANLEY JONES SIDDHA PHARMACY PVT. LTD.
INTERNATIONAL APPAREL PARK, PLOT NO:43B & 43D, KINFRA PARK, THUMBA, TRIVANDRUM-695 586, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PVT.LTD COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GUDWILL & GOODWILL.
41/785, "SWATHI" C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN - 35, KERALA.
Used Since :24/11/2010
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
WALMEGA 3

2117138   17/03/2011
WALTON HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;WALTON HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
# 7, BLOCK NO.3, 1ST CROSS, PONNUVEL NAGAR, NARASOTHIPATTI, SALEM-636 004, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
EFELIDE
2118699   21/03/2011
GRAN VALOR PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
trading as ; GRAN VALOR PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
PLOT NO.234, FLAT NO.101, 1ST FLOOR, DIAMOND RIDGE ENCLAVE, FRIENDS COLONY, PUPPALGUDA,
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD (A.P)
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :03/03/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
DREAMLITE

2118700   21/03/2011

GRAN VALOR PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
trading as ;GRAN VALOR PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD

PLOT NO.234, FLAT NO.101, 1ST FLOOR, DIAMOND RIDGE ENCLAVE, FRIENDS COLONY, PUPPALGUDA, RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD (A.P)

MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :03/03/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
EPIDEW

2118701  21/03/2011

GRAN VALOR PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
trading as : GRAN VALOR PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD

PLOT NO.234, FLAT NO.101, 1ST FLOOR, DIAMOND RIDGE ENCLAVE, FRIENDS COLONY, PUPPALGUDA, RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD (A.P)

MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P).
Used Since : 03/03/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
IROLET

2122155   28/03/2011
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT. LTD.
# 55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE, (BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560062, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
VESCAB

2126864  07/04/2011
I.SURESH BABU
#11-16-27, SINGARAJUVARI STREET, KOTHAPET, VIJAYAWADA - 520 001, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTRERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
DELPRIL

2127687   08/04/2011
SOUTH INDIA DRUGS EXPORT AND LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.,
trading as SOUTH INDIA DRUGS EXPORT AND LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.,
NO. 16, NATHAJI ROAD, GANESH NAGAR, VELACHERY, CHENNAI - 600 042. TAMILNADU ,INDIA.
MARKETING AND TRADING.
INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
TXN-PLUS
2130204  15/04/2011
BANDI SEKHAR
trading as ;OMEX HEALTHCARE
#18-2-8A8, FIRST FLOOR, B.D.COMPLEX, KORLAGUNTA MAIN ROAD, TIRUPATI - 517 501, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
FOLIXA-3
2131122  18/04/2011
D. SRINIVAS REDDY
trading as ;ATLANTA BIOTEC
PLOT NO:24, ROAD NO.7, SHAKTHINAGAR, NEAR CHECK POST, L.B. NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500074, A.P.
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
-
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2011

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
REPZOLE

2131133  18/04/2011
NANO DRUGS PVT LTD
trading as ;NANO DRUGS PVT LTD
D.NO. 1-9-202/E/1/K/1, RAMNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500020, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MAX-HB

2141845  10/05/2011

NANO DRUGS PVT LTD

trading as ;NANO DRUGS PVT LTD

D.NO. 1-9-202/E/1/K/1, RAMNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500020, A.P.

MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO

12-10-651/3. ROAD.NO.2. INDIRA NAGAR, WARASIGUDA, SECUNDERABAD - 500 061(A.P.).

Used Since :01/04/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NERVELEX

2141846  10/05/2011
AFFINITY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
trading as ;AFFINITY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
D.NO.1-4-27/72/132, 1ST FLOOR, PADAMASHALI COLONY, KAVADIGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 080, (A.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO
12-10-651/3. ROAD.NO.2. INDIRA NAGAR, WARASIGUDA, SECUNDERABAD - 500 061(A.P.).
Used Since :21/04/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
KPOD
2157265  09/06/2011
MEDIKIND LIFE SCIENCES (HYDERABAD) PVT.LTD
trading as ;MEDIKIND LIFE SCIENCES (HYDERABAD) PVT.LTD
D.NO.1-1-771, D.NO.626, GANDHINAGAR, HYDERABAD-500080.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/05/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
GYNOFOL

2164224  23/06/2011

GANITRUS BIOPHARMA PVT LTD

trading as : GANITRUS BIOPHARMA PVT LTD

D.NO.3-8-323/1, ROAD NO.1, CHANDRAPURI COLONY, L.B.NAGAR, HYDERABAD(A.P).

MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 01/06/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LACTOFATE
2164234  23/06/2011
MD. ABDUS SATTER
trading as ;RSA PHARMA
H.NO.4-1-4, SNEHAPURI COLONY, NACHARAM, HYDERABAD - 500 076. A.P.
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
-
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2006
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016 Class 5

2177194 19/07/2011
KLINTRA RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LTD
trading as KLINTRA RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LTD
#7, FIRST FLOOR, FIRST SEAWARD ROAD, VALMIKI NAGAR, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600041
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :24/06/2011
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND HERBAL, SIDDHA AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
LORNIGESIC

2178820  21/07/2011
RAKESH KUMAR
trading as : INTRA LIFE

#9, 3RD CROSS, ANNIPURA MAIN ROAD, SUDHAMA NAGAR, (OFF DOUBLE ROAD) BANGALORE-560027, KARNATAKA. MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ARICENT PHARMACEUTICALS

2179811  25/07/2011
P.VISHNUVARDHANA REDDY
trading as :ARICENT PHARMACEUTICALS
D.NO-3-10-26/5, RTC COLONY, RAMANTHAPUR, HYDERABED - 500 013, A.P
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2011

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
OXCEF

2179817  25/07/2011

GANITRUS BIOPHARMA PVT LTD

trading as : GANITRUS BIOPHARMA PVT LTD

D.NO.3-8-323/1, ROAD NO.1, CHANDRAPURI COLONY, L.B.NAGAR, HYDERABAD (A.P).

MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since : 01/07/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MIXOFF

2179819  25/07/2011
GANITRUS BIOPHARMA PVT LTD
trading as :GANITRUS BIOPHARMA PVT LTD
D.NO.3-8-323/1, ROAD NO.1, CHANDRAPURI COLONY, L.B.NAGAR, HYDERABAD(A.P).
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/07/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VASPHAR
2186847    05/08/2011
POONAM SINGLA
trading as ;VASPHAR LIFESCIENCE
C2/3 GALI NO 1, BUDHIHAR PHASE-1, NEAR LUXMI NARAYAN MANDIR DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-1, HARYANA.
Used Since :11/07/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ALZINIL

2195166  25/08/2011
B.RAMESH
trading as ;SMILEE PHARMA
D.NO.42-343/1/188, PLOT NO.101, 1ST FLOOR, MARUTHI NAGAR, NEAR FLORA HOTEL, MOULALI, HYDERABAD 500040, (A.P).
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
-
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/08/2011

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CANDFREE

2199874    05/09/2011
SUMAC PHARMA PVT LTD
trading as ;SUMAC PHARMA PVT LTD
5-36/96, PRASHANTHI NAGAR, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD- 500 072, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/07/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
XYRICH

2201579  07/09/2011
XYMAX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
1793 SEC-6, URBAN ESTATE KARNAL 132001
MERCHANT
(COMPANY INCORPORATED REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-1, HARYANA.
Used Since: 25/08/2011

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
QUINRON
2211482    27/09/2011
JASTI RAVI KUMAR CHOWDARY
FLAT 501, GANGA BLOCK, DOLFINE ESTATES, KAMAYYA THOPU, KANURU, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBA CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PLOT NO. 12, ROAD NO. 1 NO 54-16-13, VENKATESWARA NAGAR, RING ROAD, VIJAYAWADA 520 008,A P
Used Since :13/06/2011

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, VETERINARY, POULTRY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ELSOF
2215352 04/10/2011
ANUJ BANSAL
2-VISHNU GARDEN DUAL BAGH AMBALA CANTT 133001
MANUFACTURER MERCHANTS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since: 07/06/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
OTOBEST

2216504  07/10/2011
SYED HAMED MOHAMMED
NAZIA REHMAN
trading as; PROGREEN PHARMACEUTICALS
6-73/148, POPPALAGUDA, RAJENDRANAGAR (M), R.R.DIST. (A.P).
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO
12-10-651/3. ROAD.NO.2. INDIRA NAGAR, WARASIGUDA, SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since: 03/09/2011

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NADIPLUS
2231082  09/11/2011
KARAMJEET SINGH
trading as ;GEOLIFE SCIENCES
B-66, CANAL VIEW ENCLAVE, P.O. GILL VIEW JASPAL BHANGAR, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANDS,MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. S. VERMA & CO.
H. NO. 1563, ST. NO. 14 JANAK PURI, LUDHIANA - 3.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MYSPORTS

2231089  09/11/2011

KARAMJEET SINGH

trading as :GEOLIFE SCIENCES
B-66, CANAL VIEW ENCLAVE, P.O. GILL VIEW JASPAL BHANGAR, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS, & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. S. VERMA & CO.
H. NO. 1563, ST. NO. 14 JANAK PURI, LUDHIANA - 3.
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
YOXI

2231791  10/11/2011
D M PHARMA
V P Aggarwal
M R Aggarwal
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 1st Floor Sector 38 C Chandigarh
SCO 165 1st Floor Sector 38 C Chandigarh
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :12/07/2011

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
RABOB
2231792  10/11/2011
D M PHARMA
V P Aggarwal
M R Aggarwal
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 1st Floor Sector 38 C Chandigarh
SCO 165 1st Floor Sector 38 C Chandigarh
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :12/07/2011
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
GLUCOTRIP

2234710  16/11/2011

GIRISH SURI
Fashion Shoppe, Upper Bazar SOLAN (HP)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :07/05/2010

DELHI

Nutritional glucose supplement for human purpose
2236915    21/11/2011

QUALITRON BIO MEDICA PVT LTD
802-DLH PARK, S. V. ROAD, OPP MTNL BUILDING, GOREGAON WEST, MUMBAI-400064
Manufacturers AND Traders
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/11/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
HEXORAG
2247654   12/12/2011
ASHOK KUMAR PANIGRAHY
trading as ;Aktus Drugs and Laboratories
Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane, Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISSA 760002
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :16/01/2011
KOLKATA
Medicine for human purpose
CABOVIT
2247673  12/12/2011
ASHOK KUMAR PANIGRAHY
trading as ;Bharat Life Science and Research Laboratories
Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane, Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISSA 760002
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :16/01/2011
KOLKATA
Medicine for human purpose
BALMENTIN

2252372  19/12/2011
BALAARK PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
540 C BLOCK PANKI KANPUR UP 208020
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POONAM ATEY
24B PCOKET-A, PHASE-2, MAYUR VIHAR, DELHI 91
Used Since :13/12/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
CEFITRACK
2255090  22/12/2011
V K JAHAGIRDAR
V K Jahagirdar
K Rajashekhar
Sujata Ghorpade
Chaitra Kulkarni
trading as ;PHARMATRACK LABORATORIES
Plot No 1164, Gate No 169, Talawade Road, Pune 412114 (Maharashtra)
Marketing and Trading
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :05/09/2011
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
MEGATRACK

2255091    22/12/2011
V K JAHAGIRDAR
V K Jahagirdar
K Rajashekhar
Sujata Ghorpade
Chaitra Kulkarni

trading as : PHARMATRACK LABORATORIES
Plot No 1164, Gate No 169, Talawade Road, Pune 412114 (Maharashtra)
Marketing and Trading
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :05/09/2011

MUMBAI

Medicines for human purpose
XTCARE

2259591    30/12/2011

REXWIN PHARMA
Sharad B. Nadagoud
Vaijanath L. Deshpande
Sangmesh S. Tellur

trading as ;REXWIN PHRMA 203 1st floor 5th Cross GKW Loyout Vijay Nagar
BANGALORE 586040

203 1st floor 5th Cross GKW Loyout Vijay Nagar BANGALORE 586040
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/12/2011

CHENNAI
Medicines for human purpose
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD.
DEWAN AND SHAH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, NO-1, UNIT NO-18, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV PHATA, VASAI (EAST), THANE-401208 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJA COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Used Since: 01/01/2012

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
ULCORT
2270164  22/01/2012
ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED
going as ; ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula (Haryana)
B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula (Haryana)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :05/05/2011
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
BERYVIT

2270165  22/01/2012
ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula ( Haryana)
B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula ( Haryana)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :05/05/2011
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
OMEFIX

2270167  22/01/2012
ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula ( Haryana)
B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula ( Haryana)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :05/07/2011

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
THIOBIG

2270175 23/01/2012
ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ; ULTRA BIOLABS PRIVATE LIMITED B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula (Haryana)
B No 184, Sector 16 Panchkula (Haryana)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since: 07/07/2011

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
OSTIFIT
2270895  23/01/2012
ARVIND KUMAR
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 1st Floor Sector 38 Chandigarh 160036
H No 244 Sector 37 A Chandigarh 160036 (UT)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :04/01/2008

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
PROBILITY
2284396   16/02/2012
SANZYMME LIMITED
trading as ;SANZYMME LIMITED
PLOT NO.13, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO.02, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2295708  07/03/2012
ALI MOHAMMAD
SHRI SANJEEV GUPTA
A-744 KAMLA NAGAR AGRA UP
MANUFACTURING MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TRADE MARK SERVICES
20-BRIJ DHAM PHASE I, KARAMYOGI, KAMLA NAGAR AGRA U.P
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES
DIATRINK

2306284  27/03/2012

K.SENTHIL KUMAR

trading as ;YESCURER FORMA

SHOP 4, 1ST FLOOR, OLD NO.25, NEW NO,142, LOGANATHAN NAGAR 2ND STREET, 100 FT ROAD, CHOOLAIMEDU, CHENNAI - 600 094

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
2306806  28/03/2012
B.V. BIOCORP PRIVATE LIMITED
VENKATESHWARA HOUSE S.NO.114/A/2, PUNE - SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE - 411030.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/03/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
HB CLAV

2307364    28/03/2012
HEALTH BIOMED PHARMA
SMT. INDRA RANI
SMT. SUNITA RANI
SH. ANUJ GUPTA
SH. SHUBHAM SINGHAL
trading as ;HEALTH BIOMED PHARMA
H.NO.-769,SECTOR-7,PANCHKULA,HARYANA.
TRADER OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
PHARMA MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :21/05/2010

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
HB POD
2307365  28/03/2012
HEALTH BIOMED PHARMA
SMT. INDRA RANI
SMT. SUNITA RANI
MR. ANUJ GUPTA
MR. SHUBHAM SINGHAL
trading as ;HEALTH BIOMED PHARMA
H.NO.-769,SECTOR-7,PANCHKULA,HARYANA.
TRADER OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
TRADER OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :18/06/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
MOTIONEX

2307533  29/03/2012

S. K. PATNAIK

trading as : GEMINI LABS

# B4, KALYANI APARTMENTS, NO.114, VISALATCHI STREET, DEVI KARUMARIAMMAM NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM,
CHENNAI-600 087.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
CHEMINOVA INDIA LIMITED
KESHAVA, 7TH FLOOR, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES, HERBICIDE, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR KILLING INSECTS, VERMIN AND PESTS, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
2313312  11/04/2012
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since : 01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2313864  12/04/2012
ARLAK BIOTECH PVT.LTD.
671 DR WARYAM SINGH STREET NABHA DISTT PATIALA PB
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/11/2007
DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL
OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING AND
EXPORTING OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS.
2313927   12/04/2012
CIPLA LIMITED
Cipla House, Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
2313933  12/04/2012
CIPLA LIMITED
'Cipla House',Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER LS SEPERATELY.
2315392  13/04/2012

URS HERBALS PVT.LTD
503-THE MARK, SAKET SQUARE, OLD PALASIA, INDORE - 452 018 [M.P.]
MANUFACTURERS/ MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words of the descriptive nature

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2322296    26/04/2012
RESHMA SULTANA.K.
trading as ;WELLCARE PHARMACEUTICAL DISTRIBUTORS
NO. 1151, KUVEMPU CIRCLE, RAJIVNAGAR, 1ST STAGE, DEVANNUR EXTENSION, MYSORE - 570019, KARNATAKA, STATE.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETRIX
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS.
LYSCON-PLUS
2322720  27/04/2012
BRIJESH YADAV
trading as ;ISCON BIOTECH Bankers Colony, Faizabad Road, SHAHGanj Distt Jaunpur
UP
Bankers Colony, Faizabad Road, SHAHGanj Distt Jaunpur UP
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :06/04/2012
DELHI
Medicine for human purpose
MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764 , 26/09/2016  Class 5

2323233  27/04/2012

WYETH LLC
5 GIRALDA FARMS MADISON NJ 07940 USA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIONS.

IMPEEA
OSTERINA

2323457  29/04/2012
VAXER PHARMACEUTICALS
Naveen Chopra
Bhuvnesh Latawa
trading as ;Vaxer Pharmaceuticals 66, Mahesh pur, Sector 21 PANCHKULA ( Haryana)
66, Mahesh pur, Sector 21 PANCHKULA ( Haryana)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
2325805   03/05/2012
SWARAJ FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, SWARAJ IMPERIAL, PLOT NO. 255, SECTOR-10, KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI-410 210
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :01/05/2012

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SWAPOD

2325808  03/05/2012
SWARAJ FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, SWARAJ IMPERIAL, PLOT NO. 255, SECTOR-10, KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI-410 210
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTIPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :01/05/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GUTFOIL
2329148    09/05/2012
ATULAYA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LIMITED
trading as ;Atulaya Pharmaceuticals Pvt Limited 4713 Old Hospital Bazar Bhatinda (Pb)
4713 Old Hospital Bazar Bhatinda (Pb)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
MAXOMILK
2329449 10/05/2012
MRS SAROJ GUPTA
trading as ;HERBAL TRENDS
1683 SECTOR-4 UBAN ESTATE GURGAON-122001 HARYANA
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
Used Since :01/07/2006
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
HEATEX

2329450  10/05/2012

MRS SAROJ GUPTA

trading as ; HERBAL TRENDS

1683 SECTOR-4 UBAN ESTATE GURGAON-122001 HARYANA

MANUFACTURER

Used Since : 01/07/2006

DELHI

AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016 Class 5

LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310, PRATIK AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2329715  11/05/2012
LAURUS LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :LAURUS LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Serene Chambers, Road No. 7, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-500034, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOHAR REDDY VALLAPUREDDY
6-3-596/77/3/A-1, NAVEEN NAGAR, ERRAMANZIL, HYDERABAD, A. P., INDIA - 500004
Used Since: 21/02/2012
To be associated with:
1556253, 1556254, 2329714
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TELMAS

2330003  11/05/2012

DAVINDER SINGH
trading as: ZIVAGO LAB
IST FLOOR 4 NANAK PURA KULDIP NAGAR AMBALA CANTT 133001 HARYANA
MARKETING / TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
AMLOTOP
2330006 11/05/2012
DAVID SINGH
trading as ZIVAGO LAB
1ST FLOOR 4 NANA PURA KULDIP NAGAR AMBALA CANTT 133001 HARYANA
MARKETING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
425/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ARTIMER

2330019   11/05/2012
NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LTD
S.C.O. 38-39 SEC 9-D CHANDIGARH-160009
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE,
MIDSIA

2330365  11/05/2012
VIVO LIFE SCIENCES PVT,LTD.
trading as ;VIVO LIFE SCIENCES PVT,LTD.
#T10, BALLAD ESTATES, TARNAKA, SECUNDERABAD-500017.A.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES,
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
ROCSIA
2330366   11/05/2012
VIVO LIFE SCIENCES PVT,LTD.
trading as ;VIVO LIFE SCIENCES PVT,LTD.
#T10, BALLAD ESTATES, TARNAKA, SECUNDERABAD-500017.A.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES,
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURING SERVICES
2330607  12/05/2012
LAURUS LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as LAURUS LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Serene Chambers, Road No. 7, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-500034, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOHAR REDDY VALLAPUREDDY
6-3-596/77/3/A-1, NAVEEN NAGAR, ERRAMANZIL, HYDERABAD, A. P., INDIA - 500004
Used Since: 21/02/2012
To be associated with:
2330581
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
GIARDIA-40

2330675  13/05/2012
PSYCHOGENICS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PSYCHOGENICS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PURBI NATH NAGAR, JOWALAPUR, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND - 249 407
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since :09/05/2012

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 5

2330676  13/05/2012
PSYCHOGENICS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as : PSYCHOGENICS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PURBI NATH NAGAR, JOWALAPUR, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND - 249 407
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since: 09/05/2012

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
KFX - 250

2330683  14/05/2012
KALPA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
trading as ;KALPA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
# 4/36, SRIRAM COLONY, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 600018, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
-
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :03/08/2009
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
PANTOMUST

2330684  14/05/2012
KALPA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
trading as ;KALPA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
# 4/36, SRIRAM COLONY, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 600018, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
GLIMIDYN

2330686   14/05/2012

KALPA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.

trading as ; KALPA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.

# 4/36, SRIRAM COLONY, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 600018, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016

2330695 14/05/2012

STALIN JOSE S
trading as; MAJESTY PHARMACEUTICALS
T.C. 4/2537/1, PUTHAN KARALI, EAST PAT TOM, PAT TOM PALACE P.O., TRIVANDRUM, KERALA, INDIA. - 695004.
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
PROPERIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM.T
CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA
Used Since: 16/07/2005

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2330944   14/05/2012
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
M2 GINO

2330954  14/05/2012

BELINDA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.

trading as ;BELINDA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.

FLAT NO. 1213-1214, 12TH FLOOR, HEMKUNT CHAMBERS, 89, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 019
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-I-3, SAGARPUR WEST, NEW DELHI - 110 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
VLEKS

2330955   14/05/2012
BELINDA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
trading as :BELINDA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-I-3, SAGARPUR WEST, NEW DELHI - 110 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
FOLENS
2330966  14/05/2012
EVOLET HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;EVOLET HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO. 1213-1214, 12TH FLOOR, HEMKUNT CHAMBERS, 89, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 019
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-I-3, SAGARPUR WEST, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
WALLACE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
3RD FLOOR, DEMPO TRADE CENTRE BUILDING, PATTO PLAZA, EDC COMPLEX, PANJIM, GOA, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SOAPS
LUPIN’S CORCAL PLUS

2331721  15/05/2012
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICINAL USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS,
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MEDSCHEDE LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED

2332090   16/05/2012
MEDSCHEDE LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
A-17 1ST FLOOR SHAH TRADE CENTRE VALMIKI MARG LUCKNOW 226001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUCKNOW LAW OFFICE
220 MURLI BHAWAN, 10-A ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW 226001
Used Since :08/05/2012
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MEDSCHEDE LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
A-17 1ST FLOOR SHAH TRADE CENTRE VALMIKI MARG LUCKNOW 226001
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUCKNOW LAW OFFICE
220 MURLI BHAWAN, 10-A ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW 226001
Used Since :08/05/2012

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NUTRICOBA

2332291  16/05/2012

P.SAJITHA
RAMANKUTTY.V
DARSANA SABU
SWAPNA GIREESH
SREEVIDYA

trading as ;DEXTER FORMULATIONS
DEXTER FORMULATIONS, ANUGRAHA, OPP.PETROL PUMP, P.O.KOLAZHY, THRISSUR-680010, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :26/03/2012

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
DEXALUBE

2332292    16/05/2012

P.SAJITHA
RAMANKUTTY.V
DARSANA SABU
SWAPNA GIRESHE
SREEVIDYA

trading as : DEXTER FORMULATIONS
DEXTER FORMULATIONS, ANUGRAHA, OPP.PETROL PUMP, P.O.KOLAZHY, THRISSUR-680010, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since : 26/03/2012

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
DEXOMEZ

2332293 16/05/2012
P.SAJITHA
RAMANKUTTY.V
DARSANA SABU
SWAPNA GIRESH
SREEVIDYA
trading as ;DEXTER FORMULATIONS
DEXTER FORMULATIONS, ANUGRAHA, OPP.PETROL PUMP, P.O.KOLAZHY, THRISSUR-680010, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since : 26/03/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
STIMULAC

2332472  16/05/2012
MAHIMA SURESH KUMAR
trading as ;BIOMIICRON PHARMACEUTICALS
NO:18, (NEW NO:32), DR.AMBEDKAR ROAD, KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600024.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI 600034
Used Since :26/03/2003

CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
CIPLA LIMITED
Cipla House, Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
SMARMY REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
MORAYA RESIDENCY, FLAT NO.10, 2ND FLOOR, ROAD NO.13, TINGRENAGAR, PUNE-411032
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMEER VIDYADHAR KALE
Used Since :17/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SMARMAX

2333408  17/05/2012
SMARMY REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
MORAYA RESIDENCY, FLAT NO.10, 2ND FLOOR, ROAD NO.13, TINGRENAGAR, PUNE-411032
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMEER VIDYADHAR KALE
Used Since :17/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2333412  17/05/2012
IATROS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, SONIGRA CHAMBERS, MARKET YARD ROAD, PUNE-411 037
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2334101  18/05/2012
SACHIN PRABHAKARAO UDHAN
UDHAN COMPLEX, FLAT NO 101, NEAR DUTT MANDIR, OLD JALNA 431203 (M.S)
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL
KH FEMALE ZONE

2334136    18/05/2012
DALSHER SINGH
trading as ;KASHISH HERBOTECH
OPP CIVIL HOSPITAL HISAR ROAD TOHANA FATEHABAD HARYANA-125120
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARY NAPKINS.
2335488   22/05/2012
SYNCOM FORMULATIONS (INDIA) LTD.
7, NIRAJ INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF. MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2335689   22/05/2012
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
OPHTHALMIC PREPARATION
2336069    23/05/2012
CHANDRASHEKHAR BHALCHANDRA GORE
trading as ;GORE BANDHU
S.NO. 909, BALAJI CHOWK, PETH BHAG, SANGLI-416416
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :15/08/1960
MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF HERBAL PREPARATIONS
LycoGac Plus
2336250  23/05/2012
SAMi DIRECT MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;SAMi DIRECT MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED,
NO. 30 AND 31, 5TH CROSS, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE-560034.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
LycoGac
2336276 23/05/2012
SAMII DIRECT MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;SAMII DIRECT MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED,
NO.30 AND 31, 5TH CROSS, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE-560034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
Midapenem

2336914  24/05/2012
MEDMIDAS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
3/17 ASAF ALI ROAD GROVER 4TH FLOOR ROOP NAGAR DELHI-02
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since :10/02/2012

DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC & MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Midoxib

2336915  24/05/2012
MEDMIDAS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
3/17 ASAF ALI ROAD GROVER 4TH FLOOR ROOP NAGAR DELHI-02
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since :10/02/2012
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC & MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Midoflox
2336917  24/05/2012
MEDMIDAS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
3/17 ASAF ALI ROAD GROVER 4TH FLOOR ROOP NAGAR DELHI-02
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since :10/02/2012
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC & MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RELIVON

2337290  24/05/2012
A.N. PHARMACIA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
14/1, SALUA DASHDRONE MAIN ROAD, P.O.R-GOPALPUR, KOLKATA 700136, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
(A Company incorporated and existing in India under Indian Companies Act, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NICHE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES
38A NARSINGH AVENUE, NAGER BAZAR, KOLKATA 700074, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/03/2001

KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 5

A.N. PHARMACIA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
14/1, SALUA DASHDRONE MAIN ROAD, P.O.R-GOPALPUR, KOLKATA 700136, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
(A Company incorporated and existing in India under Indian Companies Act, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NICHE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES
38A NARSINGH AVENUE, NAGER BAZAR, KOLKATA 700074, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 23/12/2010

KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS.
WARBION

2337305  24/05/2012

BIOWARRIORS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
trading as ;BIOWARRIORS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD

# 434, 1ST STAGE, 2ND PHASE, 60 FEET MAIN ROAD, MANJUNATH NAGAR, BANGALORE-10.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since :15/03/2012

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
RAPIWAR

2337306  24/05/2012
BIOWARRIORS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
trading as ;BIOWARRIORS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
# 434, 1ST STAGE, 2ND PHASE, 60 FEET MAIN ROAD, MANJUNATH NAGAR, BANGALORE-10.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since : 15/03/2012

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
BFLAXIN

2337308  24/05/2012

BIOWARRIORS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
trading as ;BIOWARRIORS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD

# 434, 1ST STAGE, 2ND PHASE, 60 FEET MAIN ROAD, MANJUNATH NAGAR, BANGALORE-10.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since : 15/03/2012

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
BACTO BANE

2337309  24/05/2012
VALPRA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;VALPRA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.19, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK EAST, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :25/02/2005
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
TRESFEN

2337310   24/05/2012

VALPRA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED trading as ;VALPRA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

NO.19, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK EAST, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :25/02/2005

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
ALERSOL
2337527  25/05/2012
M/S HILTON BIOTECH
Sandeep Akolekar
Manoj Shivrajan
Ajeet Khemani
Manik Rui Bhandar Complex, Lakhe Nagar Down, Opp. Devi Saraswati Nursing Home, Raipur (Chattisgarh)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
TXA

2338410  27/05/2012
ASHOK KUMAR PANIGRAHY
trading as ;Biomolecule Research Organisation and Pharmaceuticals
Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane, Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISSA 760002
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/10/2011

KOLKATA
Medicines for human purpose
ICROS
2338411  27/05/2012
ASHOK KUMAR PANIGRAHY
trading as; Biomolecule Research Organisation and Pharmaceuticals
Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane, Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISSA 760002
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/10/2011
KOLKATA
Medicines for human purpose
CALOE

2338413  27/05/2012
ASHOK KUMAR PANIGRAHI
trading as ;ESTURE LABORATORIES Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISA 760002
Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISA 760002
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/10/2011

KOLKATA
Medicines for human purpose
SMOOTHGARD

2338414  27/05/2012
ASHOK KUMAR PANIGRAHI
trading as ;ESTURE LABORATORIES Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane Near BIT College
Berhampur Ganjam ORISA 760002

Gandhi Nagar 6th Lane Near BIT College Berhampur Ganjam ORISA 760002
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/10/2011

KOLKATA
Medicines for human purpose
TICOVAS

2338598 28/05/2012

SENTHILVADIVU PRAKASH
SANDEETHA KUMAR
KANNAMMAL RAMALINGAM
VIJAYA LAKSHMI SANKAR
MANIMEKALAI JAYAKUMAR
SUSILA AMARJOTHI ALAGARSAMY
REVATHI PALANISWAMY
USHA SHANKAR
M.RAMASAMY

trading as; BIO MEDICS HEALTHCARE.

#48/A-17, SUDHAKAR COMPLEX, VELUR ROAD, TIRUCHENGODE-637211, NAMAKKAL (DIST), TAMILNADU.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CARTIFER

2341143  01/06/2012
BIOFOCUZ PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BIOFOCUZ PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR.NO.34/659, C3, MELROSE-3D, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :17/05/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
BIROFOL

2341144  01/06/2012
BIOFOCUZ PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED trading as :BIOFOCUZ PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR.NO.34/659, C3, MELROSE-3D, PADIVATTOM, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :17/05/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
VIBRIN

2341151  01/06/2012
K.SAJITH
18/2061, KACHILAT HOUSE, NELLIICKODE (POST),CALICUT - 673016, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :10/05/2012

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
RIZCAL

2355682  28/06/2012

STANCOM

Surinder Narang

Sandeep Sangroy

trading as ;Stancom H No 475 Phase 2, MOHALI (Pb)

H No 475 Phase 2, MOHALI (Pb)

Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH

H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since :15/01/2012

DELHI

Medicines for human purpose
2370270  26/07/2012
CIPLA LIMITED
Cipla House, Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
LYVINVIT

2370577 26/07/2012
RAMA CHANDRA PANIGRAHI
trading as : BHAGABATI PHARMACEUTICAL
BHAGABATI PHARMACEUTICAL, LB-103, BRIT COLONY, BHUBANESWAR-751018, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH BHAGNARI
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru nanak High School, ULHASNAGAR 421004
Used Since: 26/07/2012

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS (NAMELY ANTI-OXIDANTS, LYCOPENE, VITAMINS AND MULTI-MINERAL CAPSULES), INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764 , 26/09/2016 Class 5

IFIPAN
2374381 03/08/2012
IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
#1/B,9TH CROSS, RAMANUJA ROAD, MYSORE - 570 004. KARNATAKA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
TRALGIA

2375367  06/08/2012

IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.

trading as ;IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.

#1/B, 9TH CROSS, RAMANUJA ROAD, MYSORE- 570004. KARNATAKA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
YUMYCHAMP

2379748  14/08/2012

MANKIND PHARMA LIMITED
208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres 23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
YUMYTONE

2379749    14/08/2012

MANKIND PHARMA LIMITED
208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres, 23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700 019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
ZITRONAM
2380459  16/08/2012
MUKESH KUMAR, P
trading as ;MARX REMEDIES
# 251, 1ST FLOOR, BHAGYALAKSHMI COMPLEX, 2ND CROSS, 3RD MAIN ROAD, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE- 560018, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
-
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
NAPROSTIG

2381016   17/08/2012

BABULAL K. JAIN
B/83, DATTANI TOWERS, KORA KENDRA, S. V. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400092.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPRATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
Trade Marks Journal No: 1764, 26/09/2016  Class 5

ANCOD

2381312 17/08/2012
AJAY BABU GUPTA
UPDESH SAXENA
MOHIT GUPTA
DEVESH GUPTA
trading as ;ADUM HEALTHCARE
NO 5 3/337, MADHUPURIA BHAWAN NEAR DEVATRAY CHERITABLE HOSPITAL RAMGHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Used Since :01/08/2009

DELHI

MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION.
ANISHI PHARMA

2383518  22/08/2012
SHREEKANT SINGH
trading as : ANISHI PHARMA
H.NO-R-235 SHIVALIK NAGAR BHEL HARIDWAR UTTARAKHAND
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/08/2012

DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
2383979  23/08/2012
CIPLA LIMITED
Cipla House, Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION.
REZOMAX

2385643   26/08/2012

G.K. PATHAK

trading as ; Integral Life Sciences SCO 280, 1st and 2nd Floor, Motor Market Mani Majra Chandigarh
Pathak House Patiala Gate Sangrur (Pb)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since : 15/01/2006

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
Dr. Mom

2385985  27/08/2012
CHEMINNOVA REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CHEMINNOVA REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
# 15, IDA, BALANAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500037, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHD MUBIN RABBANI
#808/2,8TH FLOOR, BABUKHAN ESTATE, BASHEERBAGH, HYDERABAD- 500 001, A.P.
Used Since :16/08/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, ALL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL.
2386336    27/08/2012
SUSHIL KUMAR
trading as ;S.K.L PHARMACEUTICALS
407 NAVDEEP COLONY NEAR AZAD NAGAR DISTT HISSAR 125001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :17/12/2010
DELHI
AYURVEDIC & ALLOPATHIC MEDICINE, HERBAL, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NX VMZ

2388073  02/09/2012

ARCHANA VERMA
trading as ;Vaishanavi Distributors Opp Hotel New India Subhash Chowk Durg ( Chhattisgarh)

Vaishanavi Distributors Opp Hotel New India Subhash Chowk Durg ( Chhattisgarh)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :07/12/2010

MUMBAI

Medicines for human purpose
AC COX

2389423  04/09/2012

HWEALTHTHIS LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.

trading as ;HWEALTHTHIS LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.

# 19 / 401, KALANDHAR BUILDING, GOVT, TALUK HOSPITAL ROAD, THRIKKANDIYOOR, TIRUR - 676104, MALAPPURAM DT, KERALS, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R. V. R ASSOCIATES,
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
VOGLINOVA

2389459    04/09/2012

K.RAJA SEKHAR

trading as ;RENOVA PHARMACEUTICALS

# 6-2-95A, OLD MATERNITY HOSPITAL ROAD, T. NAGAR, TIRUPATI - 517507. ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2391107  06/09/2012
TEKSINGH GULABSINGH
trading as : AYURVAR AYURVEDIC
12, KARMCHARI SOCIETY, BLOCK NO. 72, 150 FEET RING ROAD, NEAR RAIYA CIRCLE, RAJKOT - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL MEDICINES INCLUDING IN THE CLASS-05.
DUEL-CID

2392257  07/09/2012
LLOYD LABORATORIES PVT LTD
trading as : LLOYD LABORATORIES PVT LTD
15, GOPALA KRISHNA ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI 600017, STATE OF TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
PHEXIVIZ

2392636   10/09/2012
DEVI PRASAD GURRAM
CHAKRADHAR BODDULLA
SATYEN GHARMALKAR
trading as ;SOLVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
#17/2, OUT HOUSE, VANIVILAS ROAD, OPP:SSVM SCHOOL, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-560 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
GRINOLIFE
2398722  18/09/2012

GOVIND KUMAR
trading as: GRINOLIFE HEALTHCARE

Bhadu Villa, 11/308, Mukta Prasad, Bikaner (Raj.). Pin code: 334001
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, IMPORER, EXPORTER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES